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CHAPTER 1 

 INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1 Background 

Ethiopia is a country located to the north east of African 

continent. The country borders with Sudan in the west, Eritrea in 

the north and north east, Kenya in the south, Somalia in the south 

east and Djibouti in the east (cf. Fig.1). It is located between a 

longitude of 33
0
-48

0
E and a latitude 3

0
-15

0
N (Zerihun, 2011). 

Figure 1 Map of the Southern Nations Nationalities and Reginal 

State 
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Ethiopia is a mosaic of nationalities where many 

languages are spoken. Linguists group these languages into four 

families: Cushitic, Omotic, Semitic and Nilo-Saharan. These 

language families are spoken far and wide in the country although 

some of them are spoken only in South Nation Nationalities and 

Peoples Regional state (SNNPRS) (Bender, 1976). Most of the 

languages are not used institutionally, for instance, as a medium 

of instruction and administration including in courts. Similarly, 

the history and culture of these people had been ignored and there 

had not been genuine research works and documentations before 

the demise of the Dargue regime in 1991. 

Undertaking a research on culture and history is vital 

because people need to know who they are, where they come from 

and why they behave as they do so. Otherwise, cultural changes 

may lead us to unexpected disastrous results including identity 

crisis. Of course, a few studies on cultures of SNNP were studied 

by foreign and local scholars. However, many of the studies are 

scanty and are not studied from the insider’s perspectives. As a 

result, actual culture and history of many of the people of the 

SNNPRS were not studied and documented. 

The Zayse people did not escape from these grim features. 

They were victims of subjugation and were deprived of their own 

culture until EPRDF- led government has taken power in 1991 

and has offered to all nations and nationalities the rights to use 
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and document their languages and cultures.  Since 1991, the 

cultures in the South Nations and Nationalities have begun to 

flourish and bloom.  Many scholars have begun to write their 

culture and history. This study, history and culture of Zayse, is 

one of the description and documentation efforts, among many 

others. 

The Zayse people live in the Arbamich Zuria district of the 

Gamu Gofa Zone (cf. Fig.2) of the South Nations, Nationalities 

and People’s Regional State of Ethiopia. 

Figure 2 Administrative map of Gamo Gofa Zone 

 

  Arbaminch zuria district borders with Ganta, Sele and 

Dega Chengie Kebeles of Gamo in the north, Bonkie district in 

the west, Dhirashe district in the south, and Amaro district in the 

east (Gamgofa Zone Information and Culture Main Department 
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Team, 2004). The map in Figure 3 shows the area within 

Gamogofa Zone in which the Zayse people live in. 

Figure 3 Area the Zayse people live in. 

 

 

The Zayse land roughly lies between coordinates of 37
0
 

32”E to 37
0
 38

0’’
 E longitude and 6

0
00’’N to 6

0
06’’N latitude. Its 

area is 5525 km,
 2

 which accounts about 5% of the regional state 

land coverage. The area Zayse people inhabit is about 522 km,  

290 km and 22 km away from Addis Abeba, Hawassa and 

Arbaminch, respectively.  

The Zayse nationality resides in three kebeles: Elgo, 

Wozaqa and Dambille. These kebeles consist of number of 
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villages. Elgo kebele, for instance, comprises six villages; namely, 

Chichila (Fango), Kocha, Dugo, Ludo, Yoche, Dombe, Garzeta, a 

recently established village, and other villages in the semiarid 

parts of Zayse, such as Yoshelo, Zuzaso, Mashkoso, Busso, 

Zurduma, Daluma, Melo, Kaybene and Kalite. The Wozaqa 

kebele consists of Dura, Kaule, Lamade, Mahile, Hawsha, Zensa, 

Tsanoy, Kollesa and Gadade villages. According to Ato Taye, 

Dambille kebele includes Danbileso, Monaqe, Tsule, Batse, 

Bokole, Bano Zaensa, Ogole, Mazzaie, Salile and Sare villages.  

 

The population size of Zayse is 17,884 (Peoples and 

Houses census project, 2007). Many people think that the 

population size of Zayse had been larger in the long past and it has 

decreased due to many factors. The main factors attributed for this 

include: a) wars with Gamo people. Zayse people fought for long 

against the neighboring Gamo people and many of them had died 

due to this incessant war .They called this war Gamo tora woode 

‘war of Gamo people’. Many who headed to Ganta also died due 

to dysentery and a curse called Gawa harge lashasha b) The 

Zayse people also fought against Amhara conquest, which was 

called Amhara Bayes c) During the reign of kaat Kaama, Zayse 

people died because of 9 years calamity, 6 years continuous heavy 

rain and 3 years famine.  The people in grieve of such calamities 

said to have thought to migrate and live in other’s land. However,   
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due to fear that the people in the other lands may enslave them, 

they preferred drawing themselves into the Lake Chamo and 

killed themselves.  About 187 Zayse people said to have died in 

the Lake. The name Chamo ‘bitter’ is given to the Lake by the 

then kaat due to that particular incident. d) Starvation: According 

to Maaga Aala, there was a great starvation in the Zayse land. 

Many Zayse people who did not want to beg food from others and 

had feared that those people might enslave them   had again 

drown themselves into the Lake Chamo and died. 

The word Zayse is highly associated with a late Zayse 

ruling family who currently reside to the east of the Zayse area. 

According to Zayse people, the word refers to ‘warrior’. The 

Zayse people have been called by different names by their 

neighboring dwellers. The Koore people, for example call them 

Zagisse which means ‘the earliest.’  

The language of Zayse is called Zaysete or Zeysegna with 

Amharic language marking suffix -igna.  Zaysete is grouped into - 

eastern group of North Omotic language family (Bender, 1976). 

The language is currently used for day-to -day communication by 

Zayse people. There is an effort to teach the language as a subject 

in the lower primary schools. There is a concern that the language 

may become extinct in the future. It is observed that children in 

towns cannot speak Zaysete and they are acquiring Amahric, the 

language of wider communication in Ethiopia, as their mother 
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tongue. Zaysete is also highly influenced by the neighboring 

peoples’ languages. The Zayse people confirm that Zaysete is 

similar to Korete, Gamo, Gofa and Wolyta languages.  

 

  1.2 Organization of the study 

 So far I have offered the background to the research area. 

The rest of the study is organized into seven chapters. Chapter two 

is about the origin or ethno-genesis of the Zayse people. Chapter 

three informs the political history of Zayse from the early period 

to the present. Chapter four discusses about the cultural assets of 

Zayse and chapter five deals with the life cycle from birth to 

burial with dominant rites of passages, such as birth, naming, 

childhood, marriage, divorce, funeral ceremony and other 

practices of the nationality. Chapter six describes the livelihood of 

Zayse people and their different economic activities. Chapter 

seven discusses about Zayse’s technology and other indigenous 

knowledge. Finally, chapter eight provides conclusion and 

recommendations. 
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CHAPTER 2   

ETHNO-GENESIS OF ZAYSE 
 

Zayse nationality is mostly the fruit of the indigenous Zayse and 

neighboring people. According to Ato Ginbare, the clans who are 

regarded as indigenous people are Bilbil, and Amlie. It is believed 

that the other clans had come from the neighboring areas. It is not 

clearly known how, when and why they had moved from their 

areas and came to Zayse. , however, find a myth in Zayse legends 

how they came to the land. The myth goes as follows:  

In Gamo, at Bonkie in the dega land at Kole Kabchamo 

Kebele at Zihe, the daughter of  Kole Kaat did tend to posses her 

parent’s cattle. When the daughter tended, a high ultra -violent ray 

caused her, though virgin, to become pregnant. When the father 

recognized of the daughter’s conception, he regarded her as a 

malformed and ordered his stewards to throw her in rugged area; 

and the latter did as they were instructed. In spite of the fact that 

she was thrown away into a rugged area, the girl gave birth to 

seven healthy babies at a time. All the babies grew up healthy and 

with affection one to another.  However, their affection and love 

did not last long as they had to contest for power. When they 

failed to settle their differences in power contestation, each of 

them left their natal land and moved to different places, such as 
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Zargula, Mele, Kole, and Ganta. A few others have moved to the 

present land of Zayse with their different mottoes of power. Their 

mottoes were as follows: 

 

 Kaat of Zergula:  ‘I need  power to control sky & earth’ 

 Kaat of Mele:   ‘I need power to govern people’   

 Kaat of Koore: ‘I need power to rule animals and 

mountains’ 

 Kaat of Ganta: ‘I need power to punish’  

The man who came to Zayse from Kole’s with motto:  Tana 

angina olayni oycey taaro ‘I, the son of Ongo, need war’settled at 

the present land of Zayse. This mystical belief is still fresh in the 

minds of the society.   The people still accept war and hunger as a 

customary and they were choices of their ancestors. They are 

proud of this mystical history and when calamity occurs, they 

often endure and accept it.  

 

In addition to pre-existing indigenous people, the people who 

immigrated into the land of Zayse have now constituted number 

of groups each with many clans. To mention a few; the Kole 

group comprises the clans: Zules, Darji, and Daare, Kal, Ziim 

(Maarona), Garket, Bodh, Gayz, Malz, Moor, Kaash, Alakeet, 

Shele, Hoshkale, Goysh and others. In addition to the people who 
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came from Kole, different clans who moved from different areas 

to the present Zayse land include: 

 Koore: Didiab, Woyra, Fizze, Lola, Alata, 

 Male: Gont. 

 Zargula: Ulq, Aymut, Tsamih’e and Alpute.  

 Borena: Duuthe 

 Gidole (Dhirashe): Kaak and Gan’h. 

 Bussa: Wos, Garban, Bilbil, Shuram, Aygise and other 

clans. 

Zayse has been a melting pot as the people are from 

different ethnic groups. The people, however, managed to live 

together at peace and avoiding wars irrespective of their origin. 

They, however, recall and recite about their origin at gerersa 

(war-cry) and when they choose a spouse. Though the population 

is the effect of movement from eight directions, the Kole, Koore, 

Bonkie, Zargula and Mele clans regard themselves as one and the 

same by the justification that their ancestors are the same.  

As has been mentioned above, the causes for the move 

towards Zayse were various. For instance, Bodh clan from Buussa 

came to Zayse because of contest of power. Zayse Kaat received 

the clan members warmly and gave them a tract of land for 

settlement. Similarly, the Kaak clan from Gidole came to Zayse 

because of power contest among brothers. They were also 

received warmly by Zayse Kaat.  
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From more than 40 clans in Zayse, the Kolle group clans 

regard themselves as superior. The society seems to accept this 

positively since it is the ancestor of Zulesa clan, which is the 

descendant of their Kaat. 

In the Zayse nationality, some clans, such as Kangar, 

Gage, Konbher and Bilz are at the verge of extinction. In the 

society a clan is regarded as extinct if all male members of the 

clan die. But when female members are alive the clan is not 

regarded as non-existent however if the woman dies the clan is 

regarded as extincted as her children are  

 

members of their father. Despite the fact that many cans had 

moved to Zayse, the members of Zayse nationality do not want to 

leave their locality. However, mostly men who violated social 

norms, such as violating incest taboo are forced to leave their land 

against their will. Civil servants can leave their land by their will 

but leaving the land for rosy prediction in others’ land is a 

denounced one.  

 

At present, the major clans in Zayse are 41(Abayneh, 

2007). According to Ato Taye, however, the Zayse nationality has 

only 39 clans. Some of them are Zuls, Darj, Daar, Kale, Wos, 

Garban, Ulq, Zaag, Ziim, Garkeet, Kaak, Gage, Aymut, Didub, 

Goysh, Emale, Bilbil, Bodh, Zhuram, Aygis,Woyr, Lola, Alata, 
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Fizze, Tsam’h, Duuthe, Gayz, Gan’h, Bubur Bilz, Malz, Moor, 

Maash, Kaash, Alput, Alakeet, Shele, Hoshkat and others.  
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CHAPTER 3   

 POLITICAL HISTORY OF ZAYSE  

 

3.1. Traditional Administration 

The Zayse people had their own administration system. In 

the past, they were led by kaat who had absolute power, which 

had been transferred hereditarily; hence was primogeniture one. 

Next to the Kaat, the Maagas had influential power. Elders also 

had strong influence in the administration and participated 

significantly in the traditional administration.  

Border conflict among maagas, security problems such as 

conflict with a neighboring people, rape of women by another 

ethnic group were settled include. They discuss it with Kaat, 

maagas and elders. Issues like how to govern the people and how 

to guarantee peace were parts of their administration. Hot potato 

issues were mainly discussed by the Kaat. The Kaat convened a 

Dere Duulata (the highest assembly or meeting) which comprised 

these chives (maagas) who were the permanent attendees in Dere 

Duulata assembly (Kaybene maaga, wurffe maaga, Lamadhe 

maaga, Buuse maaga, Goloz maaga and Salile maaga). The 

issues they discussed were those cases unsettled by the 

subordinate officials in the mini-assembly (Dubusha). 
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These chief officials assembled by the Kaat could make 

resolutions. There were no assemblies unless all the seven maagas 

were available. If one of them could not attend a meeting, the 

meeting could not be convened. Only when quorum was met a 

meeting was held. They consulted Toramaaga (the head of war 

affairs), usually son of the Kaat, about security affairs and made 

decisions in relation to conflicts with the neighboring people. The 

Kaat, maaga, sorofas and elders discussed over the issues at 

Martta (the palace) in Dambille kebele and had made decisions on 

the ‘wrong-doer’. Decisions made ranged from different sever 

punishments to killing the guilty by hanging depending on the 

degree of the crime. The sorofa used to hang the guilty person 

through his subordinate, Gumene. The Kaat used to give plots of 

lands to the people through his subordinates (sorofa). The power 

structure of the decision makers, the highest at the top and the 

lowest at the bottom, are shown as follows: 

Kaat 

 

Maaga 

 

Sorofa 

 

Dere (people) 
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Fig.  4.1.   The political hierarchy of Zayse (Abayeneh Unasha, 

2007). 

In order to administer the community well and to settle 

issues appropriately and fairly, the maagas were expected to 

attend meetings permanently at the Martta. They also made funs 

that could entertain the Kaat. The Kaybene maaga took seats or a 

power closer to the Kaat since he had close relationship with the 

Kaat. In’a, a higher body of cultural issues, practiced cultural 

ritual and traveled with the Kaat almost everywhere as a sign of 

honor to the Kaat. The kaat and maagas wore kalacho (made out 

of rhinoceros or goat’s horn). It was tied around their forehead as 

an icon of status. Maagas used to hold a long spear (hororisse). 

The office of maaga had been transferred hereditary. 

There were wars for the office. The winner could lead his 

specified domain and from 7 maagas, later the numbers of 

maagas reached 28 because of population increase; many have 

settled in the uninhabited land of Zayse. The maagas as were 

enumerated by (Abayneh, 2007) are Lamedie maaga, Monkie 

maaga, Bokole maaga, Danbelie maaga, Kaybenie maaga, Shoshe 

maaga, Masheko maaga, Dura maaga, Kawlie maaga, Meele 

maaga, Daalume maaga, Zurduemie maaga, Buusa maaga, Badhe 

maaga, Saaremaaga, Salile maaga, Magoge maaga, Tsul maaga, 

Baathe maaga, Mogo maaga, Birgushe maaga, Qaaraze maaga, 
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Zuuza maaga, Elgo maaga, Sharage maaga, Maazhe maaga, and 

Gobbo maga. 

The public used to sort out and report about the evil-doers who 

practiced taboo to the kaat. The reporting had been done officially 

by listing their names and by kicking their chest with their fist 

were common. Officials forced the wrong-doer to quit living in 

the land and the wrong-doer had to respect the decision and leave 

his birth place for life.  

Sometimes minor issues like abduction of one’s wife by another 

man are brought to the Kaat and Maaga. The husband whose wife 

is abducted charges the man and brings his case before the Kaat 

and the Maaga. They discuss over the issue and send messengers 

to bring the abductor before the law. The abductor has to report to 

the officials. But if the abductor ignored and failed to report to the 

Kaat, the chief sends a messenger with a fly whisk as a status -

symbol.  The abductor immediately reports to the Kaat.  The Kaat 

offers a chance to investigate the case to his subordinates. The 

subordinate may provide verdict of punishment.  

Many people agree that the Zayse people are similar to 

bees. They protect, like bees protect the queen, and respect their 

leader- kaat with affection and great concern. The Maaga’s duties 

are to protect and to give to the Kaat the animal booty gained 

from the enemy in addition to participating in the administration.  
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When one’s property like his sheep, goat, cattle and crops 

are plundered, the loser reports to Maaga. If the wrong-doer fears 

punishment, he leaves for Buussa (south-east of Zayse). The 

father of the wrong-doer is asked to pay for the loss because it is 

believed that he has ill-brought his child in the childhood period. 

Moreover, when ordinary men insulted office holders, they were 

punished. If one kicked somebody unreasonably, the disappointed 

man could bring his case to the Maaga in charge and the offender 

used to get punished.  

Sometimes conflict did occur between Kaat’s family and the 

Sorofa.  Subordinate could raise issues when they thought their 

rights were offended and they defended their position when they 

were charged. A legend narrates that an incident occurred on the 

land of Zayse. The legend goes as follows: a person from Sorofa 

quarreled with a kaat’s son. Things went uncontrolled and the 

sorofa in his turn insulted the Kaat’s son. The latter ordered 

Maagas to ban the sorofa in question from his post. The Maagas 

opposed the order of Kaat’s son and they failed to arrive at a 

solution. At that time, the sorofa advised the confused Maagas to 

avoid indecisiveness and to make decisions according to the rank. 

The maaga made decisions and a faked hanging of Kaat’s son 

took place. Representing Kaat’s son he faced a fake hanging with 

the skin of heifer  and representing   
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the Sorofa he faced a fake hanging with a clothe . The skin 

signified higher status than clothe in the Zayse culture. Then both   

were released without actual being hanged. But it was concluded 

as fair decisions were made although the disappointed sorofa 

resigned by his will and his position was given to another person. 

 

The kaat practiced military training to fight for the youth through 

Tora Maaga or Kera. Youths were trained about defending their 

boundary. They were trained to conserve the ecology. They were 

also offered fighting skills in case war breaks out. Land was given 

to the youth and efforts were made to avoid quarrel over borders 

and lands. 

When a kaat was travelling, people who met kicked their chest 

and kissed the ground or picked up stones and kissed it. This was 

done to respect or honor the Kaat. The Kaat used to pass them 

with blind ally with silence. When the Kaat was at the market 

place, people group themselves to one side and they stood up. The 

accompanier, body guard, instructs the people to kick their chest 

saying: “Kick your chest” and the public did so as they were 

ordered. The mass chest hitting often produced a sound of 

thunder. The kaat blessed the people in the market saying: “Let 

you be affluent.” Only men who are regarded honest saintly and 

have social positions could kiss the foot of the Kaat. After the 
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kaat had blessed the people in the market, the people went back to 

their homes. The people including the Kaat were not allowed to 

eat fresh crops for a year but they could eat fresh cabbage.  First 

fruits were served to the people only after Kaat was served.  

The maagas had their respective tract of land to 

administer. They could not extend their power outside their 

domain; they performed cultural rituals, such as Giledo annually. 

Kaat’s senior wife was called Kaa’o, the junior one Kayejat .The 

wife of the Kaat was respected as high office holders but she 

could not interfere entirely in administration. However when the 

public felt maladministration and dictatorial trend of her spouse, 

the public requested her to tell her husband to rule the public 

orderly, what they called in their vernacular (eri kaatetta).  The 

Kaat could forward his response to it. He might say “The public 

disrespect me” or provide any other reason. The wife in turn tells 

the Kaat’s response to the public. When the public knew that the 

kaat had been disappointed by the people, they made their utmost 

effort to satisfy the disappointed Kaat. As indemnity, they gave 

cattle or blanket to the Kaat so that the problem would be settled 

and the Kaat would administer by reason and not by emotion. The 

Kaat in his turn invited the people and slaughtered bull. He 

furnished banquet and the public were served foods and drinks. 

Pleasures took the place of dissatisfaction between the ruler and 

the ruled. 
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Kaat was the chief land lord .The land was administered by 

Mashko maaga, seconded by Kilile maaga. Mashko Maaga 

ordered the public to plough Kaat’s field, to sow seeds, to pluck 

weeds, mow and harvest the produced.  He also supplied harvest 

to the Kaat. There was cordial relation among Maagas. Land was 

distributed to Maagas and the people by sorofa.The Kaat’s family 

who were expected to rule but died before the seizure of power 

were called Kaates. The Katees who reigned inside the land were: 

Abole, Kara and Belo. 

The following maagas, though they did not have prominent 

office, had their own responsibilities in their specific departments 

in the nationality. 

 Liye maaga: is Kaat’s crop keeper. 

 Oge Maaga: is Kaat’s messenger; when he goes to give 

Kaat’s message, he got round his head as a symbol of his 

role, a messenger of Kaat.  He was regarded as a priest. No 

one harms him even when he crosses in enemy’s place. 

When Zayse people decide to fight against others, it is he 

who conveys message for the potential enemy group to 

prepare themselves for war specifying the place and the 

date the war will take place.  
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 Odom Maaga-is a person who protects Kaat’s cattle as a 

head. He decides when Kaat’s cattle should be serve ‘bole’ 

(animal feed salt). 

 Genfe Maaga is the person who keeps kaat’s cattle. 

 Indir Maaga is a head of women’s affair. 

 Eelo Maaga is the head of a village. 

Zayse people fought mainly against Buussa at Ola Bale. This 

land is found in Dambille kebele at Monoqa village, which was 

border of Zayse and Buussa. Bonke people of Zayse also fought 

against Gamo to expand their territory. Gamo people won Zayse 

at Monoqa though they were repulsed later. During the time of 

Kaat Kaltha, the  

 

Zayse people fought against Dhirashe at Lae Ola. The Zayse also 

fought against Ganta (part of Gamo) even though these belligerent 

(the sworn enemies) swore an oath and peace and commercial 

relation has been maintained later.  

 
No one knows exactly when a strong self-government was formed 

in Zayse. But the ruling Kaates were chronologically listed as 

follows: Casha, Orcha, Inicha, Dela, Maaga, Landa, Laso, Oso, 

Incha, Osoooga, Orma, Asha, Kaltha, Kaarama, Salo and Tsona. 

Among them kaat Landa was known by his conquest and 

territorial aggrandizement. On the other hand kaat Orma was the 

Kaat who built Martta as a head quarter or a palace. The palace 
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was built with stones. Kaat Kaltha’s time was remembered by the 

period of affluence but paradoxically his reign was also 

remembered by a severe famine for three and half years. 

In the society, excluding the Manas (handicrafts men), the 

people have been divided in to three lineages depending on their 

closeness to the Kaat. These main lineages are Soole, Shank and 

Oomath.  Their ranks vary again depending on the lineage 

distance. The Soole is the highest, the Shank is the middle and 

Oomath is the lowest in their rank.  

In relation to their rank order one legend goes as follows: the 

Kaat went for hunting and members of Soole were sent to give 

ration to the Kaat. The messenger reached on time and he was 

thanked as industrious man. When member of Shank was sent to 

supply ration to the Kaat, he reached late so was not punctual. 

Then he was given a rank next to Soole. When a member of 

Oomath was sent to supply the ration to the Kaat, he reached after 

a day and angered the Kaat. As a result, the members of Oomath 

have taken the lowest rank in the society. Since then, the Soole 

group members could accompany the kaat and could  serve food 

and drinks with the kaat and can take seat to the left side of him. 

When members of the Shank group have to take the seat of Soole, 

the former has to get the permission of having seat by Soole; other 

wise he would face punishment. 
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Winning the heart of the kaat in order to be nominated for 

office was a usual trick. There is a legend that the Kaak clan had 

lost its members due to his unfaithfulness. The legend goes as 

follows: the Kaak clan has been regarded as shrewd. They did 

make corruption to get the favor of the kaat.  They were also 

regarded as security men of Kaat. Here is the trick of a younger 

brother over his elder brother with which the younger got an 

advantage. The Kaak clan member (the elder brother) took his 

younger brother to Martta in order to teach bureaucracy. Both 

brothers visited the kaat and they were served food and drinks. 

They then depart the Kaat and returned back to their homes. The 

younger one deliberately, however, left his fly whisk (horse or 

mule tail of hair) at Kaat’s house. While they were heading to 

home the younger brother informed his elder brother that he forget 

his fly whisk  at Kaat’s house and had to returned back to the 

Kaat’s house. The man went back to the Kaat’s place and then 

picked the material he left there. He also told the Kaat the 

following: “Kaat you are not the lord of the land; it is my brother 

who ruled the area and; he is corrupt and took people’s money to 

get favor” by kicking his chest thrice.  

The elder brother did not know what was going on and again 

called his younger brother to accompany him to Martta. They 

again were served food and drinks. The younger brother again 

deliberately left his whip at the palace and when they were 
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heading to home the younger returned to the palace to pick his 

whip. Again he picked the whip and as he did early, he kicked his 

chest by his fist thrice and told the Kaat: “My elder brother 

demolishes your country. At night fire is burning the whole night 

and cinder is seen as if it is a day light. All the people visit him 

and give him gifts, such as heifer, cow, and blanket. Yet you pass 

the night with dark.”
  
 After providing this informing he returned 

back to his home. 

The elder brother unaware of what is going on between his 

younger brother and the kaat again invited his younger brother to 

go with him to Martta so as to visit the Kaat. When they arrived at 

Martta, both   kicked their chest by their fists to offer respect to 

the kaat and said ‘”Good morning”. The elder did not get a return 

from the Kaat and there was no salutation. The Kaat turned his 

back to him and welcomed the younger with friendly and 

hospitable manner. The disappointed elder brother wanted to 

know the reasons for the Kaat’s refusal to accept his greeting and 

asked Kaybene Maaga, Monoqa Maaga and Lemede Maaga to 

tell him what the cause of the Kaat’s disappointment may be. 

When the maagas were in preparation to ask the Kaat about it, 

war broke out from Gidole (Dhirashe) in which the Zayese peole 

failed to return the Gidole people back.  
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The cause for the defeat was justified as there were evil-doers 

among them. Many perished but the Kaat returned safely. 

However, the Kakes were made extinct and the Kaat’s power 

weakened.  

The elder brother cursed his younger brother, who spoiled his 

elder’s relationship with the kaat by lying. As a result, the 

younger brother faced early death. It is still believed that sabotage, 

jealousy, lying and evil- doings on the others (Gome) are bad and 

not only affect the wrong-doer but also the members of the clan as 

a whole. 

The Kaat usually received gifts from the public. Ordinary 

members of the nationality could rise higher in their ranks as long 

as they enrich themselves through strive; but they were expected 

to give gifts to the Kaat.  They had to work harder so that they 

may have rifle, mule, horse, different kinds of bracelets, and to 

post ostrich feathers over the roof of their respective houses. 

These industrious people, when they want to build very beautiful 

house, have to report to the kaat and the former gives a heifer to 

the latter as a gift. A man used to go to Kaat’s house with mule or 

horse without mounting over the horse.  The traditional regulation 

did not allow a person to mount on his horses before offering gift 

to the kaat. In the same way, if one buys a rifle, he goes with it to 

offer gift to the Kaat. Only after he did so can he use his gun with 

freedom at all appropriate place and time. The men with such high 
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material resources climb up high social ladder. They often thank 

the Kaat and pay honor by kicking their chest with their fist. They 

had to pay and farewell honor to the Kaat, as well. 

    

3.2. Traditional Political Power Transfer System 

 

When kaat dies, power transfer takes place before the burial.  The 

people believe that the dead Kaat rose to the sky.  All of the 

Kaat’s sons could have not the chance to inherit power. Among 

Kaat’s sons a boy who was born with a unique charisma, Eeqa 

will be successor. A baby who was born his mouth closed and did 

not cry after birth is assumed to be potential successor. Such a 

baby often is brought up under custody of his relatives rather than 

living with his parents. This is to avoid possible harms form his 

brothers and he may grow healthy.  

In the society, age also has a very great value.  They prefer 

an elder son to succeed. They believe that God bestows the brain 

of the eldest to rule the society.  

 

One could notice how the society regards seniority in age from the 

proverb: “Afaay baqoo afas welaay baadraae ‘though one loses 

his sight his eyeballs are present’. Even when the successor is an 

insane, power is not transferred to the healthier son. Rather the 

son who was born with a charisma or who is an elder will inherit 

it. The power transfer is made within twelve days after the death 
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of the Kaat. If the power transfer is prolonged, the people believe 

that a pandemic will occur.  

 

In the anointing process, the people carry the successor and make 

themselves rounds. They revolve enboy, a kind of an inedible 

plant, over the successor’s head and then throw it. The successor’s 

name is often changed by then. In this ceremony, some kind of 

material is placed on his knee cap. No one sees the newly anointed 

Kaat because they believe that they might get sight problem. 

However, Maka and In’a clan members can see the anointed.    

As the kaat’s corpse come out of a house, the succeeding 

person enters into the home simultaneously. During that day, the 

people sing songs and dance around admiring the successor. 

Power is often transferred through a man who comes from Kole 

(Gamo’s part). The man is accompanied by men. The men fetch 

water with a bamboo cup. The performers may also be from Mele. 

If these situations are not met, there will not be power transfer 

rituals.  

The succession ritual performing chief brings a new knife 

and a ring for the successor. When succession ceremony is 

performed the performer pours water over the deceased’s head as 

well as over the successor’s head. The chief orders the successor 

to make a war cry and the latter brags and makes a war-cry as he 

was ordered. If the successor is unmarried, the elders soon look 
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for a descent girl for him and he gets married during the power 

transfer ceremony. He is ordered to seat on his new wife’s lap. A 

long-tailed bird is required during the ceremony as the feather of 

such a bird is plucked and put on the heads of the dead Kaat and 

the successor. Anyone who catches and brings such a bird 

receives a heifer as a reward. The successor takes the seat of his 

father and he holds a spear and a long sword (horeresa). 

In this power transfer ceremony the Soole Maaga puts a 

bisana tree leaves on the successor’s head. Kaybene Maaga also 

participates in the ceremony. Members of Didub clan carry the 

corpse while the successor is given new throne name and the 

people say salo. The successor is named by Kaybene maaga and 

Goloz Maaga, who lives at Banno. The successor is named either 

Jaksa ‘fruitfulness’ or Ayissa ‘administrator’. The elders bless him 

saying: ‘Down with war, drought, disease and snake. Let your 

children grow. You are the Kaat of Zayse down with any evil’. In 

this power transfer ceremony, they dance and sing saying: 

 ‘Woze Kamma solo 

 Woze soole tsoona  

 Woze Tsoona Ayissa’. 

The successor with green grass at his hand comes to the 

front and promises the public what he will do and addresses his 

inaugural speech. His speech often include: ‘I will execute my 

father’s cultural assets and I will administer you fairly’. The 
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public make holes on white emboys which are held on woods. 

Fatten goat is slaughtered .When they skin the goat, they leave its 

horn with its skin. And then the people request the successor to 

clad the skin and rounded a chained emboy on his head at the 

same time they pick him above their heads and dance. This ritual 

ceremony is the mark of the end of the political power transfer. 

3.3. Their relationship with neighboring peoples 

  

The culture of peaceful co-existence with neighboring 

people is an accepted culture in Zayse. The Zayse people, shop at 

the same market place, exchange produces, and intermarry with 

their neighbors, mainly with Busa. Busa and Zayse people used to 

eat foods and take drinks together at the time of drought. They 

borrow crops one another during their shortages; they plough land 

in contract; and they build terracing together. With the 

highlanders, the Gamo people, they have very strong and healthy 

attachments.  The Elgo particularly work as seasonal workers in 

Zayse.  

  The Zayse nationality sporadically made conflicts with 

neighboring ethnic groups, particularly with Bussa. Grazing land; 

farming land ownership, plundering of animals, abduction, theft, 

murder, and motive of aggrandizement of territories are the major 

causes  
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of conflicts. When an enemy comes, the members of the 

nationality spread the conflict or news to all Zayse people like a 

wild fire. They say Ola Ola, ‘war, war’ seeking help from its 

people. The one who hears ‘Ola Ola’ also reports to the other. The 

Kaat and Maagas used to send men to inform the public. Warriors 

are then recruited and assigned to keep the main gates and the 

borders.  

Whether in a threat of war, no war situation or no -war no 

-peace condition, the head of a family usually wakes up at mid -

night and instructs women to stop grinding. If he hears shouting as 

Aau Aa’   ‘help help’, he spreads the news to others. Shrewd, 

courageous and strong men who could pull out spear when the 

society gets harm are often selected. Rations are collected for 

these fighters from the citizens.  

As of a ritual before leaving Zayse’s soil for a fighting, the 

Tora maaga demands fighters to group themselves and asks them 

if taboos were violated. If there are evil-doers among them, they 

confess one another lying themselves on the ground. Peace among 

the Zayse groups is settled and any wrong-doer among them is 

pardoned. This seems a kind of building thrust among them. The 

warriors now believe that their sword and spear could kill enemy 

and their horses’ legs will not get broken and they and their horses 

will return back to Zayse in safe with success. If two sworn 

enemies between the Zayse warrior group refuse to settle their 
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difference peacefully, they are forced to go back home to take 

care of other fighters and horses from harm.  Tora maaga may, 

however, pressure them to settle their difference and to go to the 

fighting field to save Zayse from destruction. The Kaat blesses his 

son with the seed of Aneka plant. He also pats his back. Oge maga 

spread barley flour over the fighters as a good luck ritual. It is 

believed that this would safeguard the fighters from harm.  

The Zayse men who have been recruited to fight are well-

disciplined. They have to avoid harming crops cutting grass, 

rapping women of the enemy. Though Zayse people were small in 

number, they could defend their border from Debesie, Dhirashe 

and Ganta. Zayse fighters have fought with sword, spears and 

shield. The tired and wounded fighters were replaced by fresh 

forces. They have fought with courage. If a warrior is harmed in 

the  front, he is praised and respected.  

The wounded fighters were traditionally received 

treatments. Their wound was tied with clothe and branded it by 

iron.  They were nursed with care and affection in a responsible 

manner and with respect by the community. Goats have been 

slaughtered to them. The healing process also included smearing 

repeatedly a hot butter on the wounded part of the person. It was 

believed that the butter would fill in the hole made by a spear. 

The fighters took the booty to the kaat at Martta. They showed 

their booties, such as sword, spear, shield, cattle and gave all to 
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the Kaat. The Kaat prepared a welcoming reception with honor. 

He slaughtered oxen and had made feasts to the warriors. The par 

excellence warriors were given prizes, such as crops from the 

reserved granary (lea) by the kaat. As they were in a war did not 

plough their field, gift of crops was important to feed the returnee 

fighters and their family.  

The Zayse fighters often have not made any harm over the 

captives at the soil of other’s territory. They warm up the war 

captive woman if they fail to resist her beauty only after they enter 

to Zayse soil. If the warriors face failure, however, no one 

concludes that it was because of leadership inefficiency or lack of 

courage to fight. The public deduces that someone among Zayse 

has committed evil and taboo. The people checks one another if 

they had done anything wrong. When detection became intense, 

the evil-doer confesses his wrong-doing, such as adultery, at 

Martta conference. He is criticized and he is asked to take the 

responsibility for the loss including for the death of warriors and 

horses. The wrong-doer is then advised not to do a taboo again.  

The Zayse nationality had lived on mountains to protect 

themselves from enemies. They fenced their compounds. Men 

usually spent nights outside protecting their crops from harm. The 

main gate to Zayse, Aleto has been block by a beam as a check 

point. They tied their gates with thread. If they found the tied 

thread broken, they re-tie it and keep for the mortal enemy’s 
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coming again.  They did harm when they meet their enemy around 

the gate or surrounding. 

 

3.4. Menilik’s Conquest over Zayse 

Emperor Menilik’s force made conquest over Zayse after 

his conquest over Wolayta in 1894 and entered over the area 

through Bonkie and Geresie. Kaat Kama, being aware of what had 

happened to the Wolayta people, sent messages via Bonkie people 

to the contemporary Kaat of Zayse about the mighty force of the 

invaders and that the kaat should surrender. However, the war 

commanders rejected peaceful submission request of Kaat Kama 

and fought Menilik’s force with sword and spear but was 

defeated. 

Menilik’s force set fire over the people’s tukul and the 

destruction was severe. The Zayse people still remembered it as 

Amhara Bayso ‘Amhara campaign’s destruction’. The Zayse 

people, however, had got booties of seventeen rifles from 

Menilik’s force. They, however, did not have knowledge of how 

to operate the rifles could not repulse the conquerors. Five full 

days were spent in fighting. Menilik’s force targeted the people 

with only sword, shield and spears. The Zayse people retreated 

and hide themselves at bushes. The invaders wooed the fighters to 

surrender but they threw them into beehives where the bee’s sting 

harmed the people and made the public helpless. Many were  
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drown themselves into the Lake Chamo. It was assumed that more 

than 600 men’s where about were unknown because of the chaos 

made by the war. Buusse maaga was made war captive and 42 

men from Dedube clan were killed at this battle (Culture Study 

Team of Gamgofa zone Information and Culture main department, 

2004). 

According to Ato Ginbare, Kaat Kama made Kala’o forest 

his base rejecting surrender to Menilks’s force. In response to it, 

the invaders killed many people. To save the people from 

destruction Kate Kama’s brother, Haresa Kaltha, however, 

submitted to the new force and saved the people. Kaat Kaama did 

not desert his natal home. Through time he surrendered to the 

neftegna, armed conquering force of Menilik. The then Menilik 

soldiers rifles were not automatic and were locally called by the 

names Nas maser, wujigra and Wocefo.   

The conquest was the last event of Zayse self- rule. The 

leaders of the invader Fitawrari Woldeyes, Fitawrari Gase, and 

Fitawrari Wolde ruled around the area consecutively in 1930’s 

and 1940’s. The Kaat was made balabat ‘the gentle man of the 

area’ and worked in junior office as intermediary between the 

conquerors and the people. Their often works were as tax 

collectors, interpreters and messenger for the office. Menilik’s 

force banned hunting wild beasts, murdering, enslaving people, 

and committing crime. This new rule introduced the gebbar 
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system and people were forced to pay tax. The well off was 

paying annual tax, four Maria Theresa Thaler. A middle level 

people paid two Maria Theresa Thaler. The poor paid one Maria 

Theresa Thaler annually for the Neftegna officials.  

The people were made tenants and the gebar system 

‘tenancy system’ grew in magnitude and made the men and the 

land under the new rulers. The senior Neftegna officials had eight 

tenants and the junior had four tenants under his control. The 

tenants’ produces were possessed by their respective neftegna 

officials. What remained for Zayse tenants was only a small 

amount of crops produced only for survive.  

Tenants’ wives grounded crops, collected fire wood, 

pound grains, made local beer and knead to their lords. Their 

children also rendered unpaid service. The people were giving 

gifts to the melkegna ‘absentee land lord’s representative’ when 

he bore a child, was promoted and in holidays. In the Neftegna 

system, the traditional rulers maintained very nominal power as a 

means of cultural blink.  Kaat Salo’s nominal reign was 

remembered and regarded as the period of Zayse heyday.  

When Kaat Salo died, he had not been succeeded by his 

son as he had no children. His power was given to his relative 

Kaat Tsona who was brought up at Teltele Borena. Kaat Tsona 

had primary education. He did not know and follow the actual 

culture of Zayse as he was raised in other area. To make things 
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from bad to worse, he gave the land of Zayse, which is closer to 

an irrigation canal to the Neftegna who introduced mechanized 

irrigation and planted cotton. He also evicted Zayse people from 

their land which made him unpopular hence was replaced by the 

public by another man called maqaato, (balabat) Ashsha Maada 

as a reveange.
 

The people regained their land right when Haile selassie’s 

(1930-1974) feudal system collapsed in 1974 and Dargue (1974-

1991) took power. The Zayse people began to be the owner of 

their produces. However, the introduction of forced farmers’ 

cooperative farming aborted the rosy prediction of the new 

freedom.   The downfall of Dergue enabled the Zayse people to 

revitalize their ancestor’s cultural tradition. They anointed Ayissa 

the son of the last kaat as their kaat but he is devoid of real power. 

He, however, brought psychological success for the public as their 

ancestor’s culture is respected. 

 

3.5. Italian Invasion and the Zayse Society (1936-1941] 

The Italian invading force (1936-41) entered to Zayse through 

Gardula (Dhirashe). Gardula, particularly Bola Batso, had been 

their head quarter. As Zayse was closer to Gardula and was settled 

by neftegnas, it attracted the Italians force. They requested the 

contemporary ‘kaat” to collect weapons and to bring all 

Neftegna’s before them. The Kaat reported as all neftegna had left 
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the land and went to Addis Abeba. By so doing he rescued many 

neftegnas’ lives. He also advised the neftegnas who came from 

Buussa to Zayse to wear off their traditional clothes and to wear 

and groom themselves in the Zayse cultural customs. Many 

neftegnas were saved in this way. The rescued neftegna 

descendants live with the Zayse people in peace praising the 

kaat’s dedication and commitment.  

Some neftegnas and maagas sheltered themselves in the 

forests of Harura Island near Lake Chamo and fought against 

Italians. Among prominent patriots of Zayse were Washa Waketa, 

Eko Altaza, Archeka Kiko and Gasa Goda. The Zayse people 

suffered by Italians  as they were supplying ration to the patriots. 

In fact, many Zayse people were killed as a result.  

According to Ato Boyale, the Italians seemed in favor of 

the right of indigenous Zayse people compared to the maltreating 

Neftegna. They, however, soon turned to be oppressive. They 

targeted influential people of Zayse mainly the kaat and maagas. 

They shot dead Boche Maaga and scavengers served his body. 

Lamadhe Maaga’s hands were tied together at the back and shot 

dead. Meele Maaga and Saare Maaga were bitten to the death. 

Alefa, the brother of Tsule maga was hanged. All these prominent 

men lost their lives by Italians in revenge to their supply of ration 

to the patriots.  They became martyr of Zayse and Ethiopia 

anyway. 
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Many Zayse people died because of hard labor of road 

construction which was ordered by Italians. To make roads clear, 

the people ploughed by oxen and picked the soil by barks from 

Sile River up to Argubba. Some Spades and hoes were supplied 

by Italians later. The road construction was shared to families. 

Men who had many children could take rest but men who had no 

children had to work without rest. The people of Zayse got relief 

from back breaking hard work when Italians defeated and left the 

land 1941. 
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CHAPTER 4    

SOCIO-CULTURAL ASSETS OF ZAYSE 

 

4.1 Conflict Management Methods  

The community uses different conflict resolution methods. 

Sometimes Maagas enter into a serious conflict with one another 

because of border. The man whose land or territory is violated 

reports to the Kaat about the problem. The Kaat soon sends a 

messenger (Sorofa) to bring a Maaga, who offended the territory 

of another Maaga. The man is asked whether he offended other 

maaga’s land or not. As an eye witness, two sorofas and two 

neutral Maagas are ordered to inspect natural boundaries such as 

rivers, mountains, gorges between the two maagas. These eye 

witnesses advise the two groups to make peace and maintain 

status quo. They also make boundary marks and report to the 

Kaat. If the plaintiff is dissatisfied by the decision he offers gifts 

to the kaat and sorofa so that he may be favored. Since corruption 

is denounced and as the people believed it would destroy the 

people, the Kaat and Soofa judge the issue fairly for both parties. 

The gift bring only a psychological satisfaction to the plaintiff 

thinking that he was favored but actually the issue was  resolved 

with rationale in favor of truth.  
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Dubusha:  

This is a place where elders, maagas and Kaat discuss 

society’s problems and make solutions. They also use the place as 

a playing and refreshing site. The Maagas sit on stones which 

have been seats of their forefathers. Issues are discussed by elders; 

the plaintiff appeals his case to the sorofa. The latter tells about 

the issue to Maaga. If they succeed, the elders can arrive at 

solution through arbitration. If not, the maaga convenes both 

parties. The Maaga takes a seat on a stone while the sorofa and 

elders take seats on a ground to express their status is below the 

Maaga. The maaga orders the sorofa and the elders to make a 

decision about the case. The elders report to officials how the 

whole process takes place. At the meeting headed by the Maaga, 

first the poor, then the youngsters and then elders suggest 

decisions. Finally the maaga makes decision, which is the end of 

the jurisdiction procedure. 

 

The Maaga could assign village heads, sorofa and elders 

who solve problems like stealing, adultery and other cases in his 

domain. Well known men are also included. If the Maaga failed to 

settle a problem, he takes the case, with elders, before the kaat.  

The Kaat’s decision is the final one.  

When one adulterates neighbors or his relative’s wife, 

violates incest taboos, the case is regarded as a serious crime and 
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the maase ‘wrong doer’ is out casted. Such evils issues are 

handled by maagas. Two elders and the public report to Maagas 

that Mr X is a maase if they found evidence that the suspect had 

done the evil act.  A maaga and elders do cross-check about the 

case. Traditional detectives facilitate to the investigators. If they 

find the man did the evil, they decide that he should not live with 

them. He has to leave the land because the people believed that 

enemy may invade them, cattle may not breed, and swarm of 

locust may demolish their crops unless the wrong-doer leaves the 

land. Therefore, the wrong-doer heads for Buussa, Dhirashe or 

Zargula,and lives there until his last breathe.  

When one sets fire on the heaps of crops deliberately the 

crime becomes serious one. However, when one burns crops or 

house of someone by accident like when he clears his field, he 

begs a pardon from elders. The elders denounce his misdeed and 

warn him not to repeat it again. He often gets pardoned and leads 

a normal life.  

Elders’ decision has always been accepted in the society. 

But when either party in conflict opposes and does not agree to 

arbiter’s decision, the man in question is ostracized, and not 

allowed to associate himself with the community. His cattle are 

also secluded. To avoid this ostracism, people have no better 

option rather than accepting elders’ decision and refraining 

themselves from committing any wrong-doing. 
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When conflict occurs among men, elders beg the maaga to 

pardon the wrong-doer called Alatuche. Elders request the Maaga 

not to take the case to the Kaat. The elders want conflicts 

managed by the norms and cultural assets of the community 

(Besiwoga).   

Murder is a serious crime to be handled with special care. 

When someone kills a person, the case is brought to the Kaat. 

Final decisions are made at Martta. The elders, maagas and the 

kaat strive to avoid revenge and scrutinize whether the murder 

was deliberate or an accidental. If the murder was by accident, 

they convince the victim’s group members that it was an 

accidental and the arbitration is made peacefully.  

If the murder was found to be a deliberate, the murderers’ 

group brings a black sheep (Makamene) and they slaughter it. The 

conflict management chiefs, often from Makille maaga and Silile 

Maaga, perform ritual at the presence of the victims and 

murderers families. The two groups stretch the skin of slaughtered 

sheep and roll it on Kalanda grass. They say: ‘now on wards, we 

are friends. After this ritual, ewe is slaughtered. Its gut is splitted 

and its chyme is taken out and then spread in every direction. Its 

flesh is served to the members of both parties. The Maaga makes 

statement: “Do not eat and drink holding a grudge, the past is 

over, remember you are fellow men” and the chime is pressed by 

their feet. In this way the conflict resolution ritual is concluded. In 
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the conflict management, women do not participate and have a 

say. 

Traditionally an elder may insult his junior when he 

misbehaves or fails to do what was ordered by his senior. Elder 

brother often acts as a head of the family in the absence of his 

father. But if a younger brother insults his elder brother, people 

stand against the younger and he is regarded as a naughty. The 

younger brother, therefore, had to beg pardon from his elder 

brother. Customarily he kisses his elder brother’s feet implying 

request of apology.  

Women do not speak openly to their parents when they are 

abducted. They, however, tell about it to their friends saying “Mr. 

X has kicked me.” This implies that the woman is raped and that 

her friends have to tell about the issue to her parents. The wrong 

doer is criticized and is brought to elders for punishment and/or 

possible mercy.  

If a Mana gets birth to a child from Kaat’s family or when a Kaat 

enters into Zalae’s house it is considered Dhoha (Tuna) 

‘pollution’. The pollution is purified by cleansing ritual which is 

performed by Gemele who is from Inaket clan.  

When a person of Tsama or any other ordinary person 

does socially unacceptable thing, the Kaat hangs the person at 

Martta. The action is performed by Goloz Maaga. The families of 

the person to be hanged are monitored by Goloz Maaga to avoid 
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possible trouble due to the person’s death. If the crime the person 

did is a not very serious, clan member of the wrong-doers 

contribute and pay money, instead, as blood price. The money is 

paid to the victim or his family. What is more, Goloz Maaga 

receives two blankets and the Kaat four heifers. The wrong-doer 

is advised not to do another crime in the future and he gets 

pardon.  

When conflict arises and crimes occur, the Maaga orders 

the sorofa of the territory to check where the crime took place. 

The sorofa brings the criminal before the traditional court. Wise 

men from five villages are chosen and they investigate the case 

with care. If the criminal is a popular, industrious and strong one 

during war, people ask pardon from the Maaga for him saying 

“He is a strong man who could work hard; he helps the people 

during war and smash the enemy so deserves pardon”. If the 

Maaga is convinced, he agrees to give relative mercy to the man 

but he has to prove indemnity to the victim. The money for the 

indemnity comes from the contribution of the clan members.  

If a man does a crime repeatedly, people make petition that 

his case should be considered seriously. The criminal of such is 

hanged by Busha Maaga. The public welcomes this type of 

measure saying esoso ‘something like a good measure’.  

Seldom men of the hanged criminal tend to revenge. The sorofa of 

the area reports the action to the maaga. People from the criminals 
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groups are ordered to gather themselves together and the army of 

the Kaat whip them until they utter “We welcome the punishment; 

we will not try to take any revenge.” Once they uttered the 

promise they are not whipped and the people are ordered to go to 

their homes.  

If the people of the criminal thought they were unfairly 

treated before the law of the Kaat, they bring their case back to the 

Maaga. The Maaga convenes the two party’s case through carful 

scrutiny of the cause of the crime. The members of the criminal 

are ordered to enter into the grass as they make circle on a 

savanna grass, Gelele gasa. Member of In’a clan cut the grass. A 

cow is slaughtered. Both parties put their right feet on chyme. 

Bothe groups say “We are Kaat’s people or Tsooma”. The 

penalized man’s group is now free and peace is settled. The 

victims groups will not take blood price. The Arbitration by the 

Maaga guarantees peace and it helps to avoid grudge. 

 

If a murder happens by accident, people of Zayse do no hold a 

grudge. Peace is settled by arbitration rather than by punishment. 

The murder is not regarded as a criminal in the same sense as who 

killed a person intentionally.  

When ones crop is grazed by another person’s animals, the person 

whose crop is destroyed by the animals shows the damaged crop 

to the people around. The men who saw the person whose crops 
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destroyed blesses the man whose crop is destroyed saying: “Let 

God help you regain what you have lost”.  This is regarded as a 

good blessing opportunity for the loser but a curse for the man 

who grazed another person’s crop. Thus, to avoid such a curse, 

people take care of their cattle seriously so that they may not 

graze someone’s crop.  

When one’s cattle graze other’s crop the former wouldn’t 

pr edicate the animal but the man who harms others crop pays 

money as compensation through elders. The man who received 

compensation does not spend it but wrapping it with a clothe he 

puts it on the roof. It is paid back to the group who paid the 

money when the cattle of the clan who received the money  harm 

the crops of the former group.  

When two families quarrel one another, the two 

individuals may insult one another but their children keep quiet 

and are not allowed to take sides.  In the society frank and sincere 

person is appreciated and liked. Anti-social behaviors such as 

secretiveness, holding grudges, hot-temperedness and theft are 

discouraged.  

Conflict between husbands and wife is seriously handled 

not to end up in divorce. Elders often carefully investigate the 

causes of their conflict. When the elders find the cause of the 

conflict is minor, they negotiate the spouses to live together. If a 

woman opposes the elders’ decision and her fault is found to 
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immense, the case goes to the head of the Indir maaga ‘woman 

affairs’ and the head may punish her. Her husband as, a 

punishment, sits on her back while the Indir maaga whips her feet 

with a whip made of hippopotamus skin. The woman’s parents are 

expected to watch the punishment. The woman is saved from 

piggyback and flogging only when she utters a statement “I would 

agree with my husband, I will return back to my home.” The 

husband dismounts from his wife’s back and Indir maaga stop 

flogging as soon as she uttered the promise of returning back 

home. She then lives again with her man. 

 

However, if the cause of the conflict is concluded to be the fault 

of the man by the elders and arbiters, the husband pays as 

indemnity money for the kaat, maaga and his father in-law. To get 

pardon from his wife, he brews sena ‘local beer’ with the help of 

his neighbors and he invites his wife and others to drink the sena. 

The woman then returns back to her home peacefully and with 

respect.  

4.2. Religion  

The Zayse people believe the universe and all creatures are 

created by Bazo ‘God’ who reside on the sky. When the 

community members are disappointed by some evil-doers, they 

raise their eyes to the sky and stretch their hand and beg Bazo 

saying “my God  sun” to give them solution and security. 
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The kaat and some maagas also do participate highly on 

religious and cultural performances in addition to administration 

duties. When calamity occurs, the people kick their chests in front 

of their Kaat and tell to him about their problems. The Kaat in 

response to them begs Bazo and blesses the public. This is done 

when there is outbreak of a war, pandemic, and animal disease. 

Men also go to the Kaat individually when they get sick. To cure 

sick men, the Kaat kicks their back with clothe and prays for 

them. The public believe that kaat can mediate men and Bazo and 

by doing so can cure illness. 

 

When rain becomes intense, kaat usually cuts the branches 

of bdhite plant and buries it on the ground together with sliced 

green enboy. He then takes out of the ground and throw it into the 

river. This ritual is performed by In’a Maaga and the Kaat. There 

is also animal sacrifice to stop the rain. Kaat farewells hunters and 

fighters . Before the farewell, he prays for them to be safe. He 

smears the hunters and the fighters with the excrement of python 

implying wish for success.  

In the community there is also a ritual called Gomugosa. 

This ritual is performed to avoid pandemic. In the ritual, the Kaat 

travels holding a billy-goat and powder of roasted barley. With a 

limited interval, the people place barley powder mixing with 

water. They slaughter the billy goat and throw its legs to different 
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directions. The billy goat, seboresa, of the ritual by the tradition 

must be a red in color. 

  

When there is no rain while the field is ready for sowing, the 

Zayse people usually go to the Kaat and beg him to make the rain 

comes as they regard him a rain-maker. The Kaat performs rain 

bringing ceremony.  He gets into a house and gets out it and then 

puts something white on a hen and then spits saliva. Then after, it 

is believed that it will rain.  

To make cattle healthy and plenty the people collect their 

cattle together and ask the Kaat to bless the animals. He blesses 

them saying: “Be green, let milk flow from your hair of tail, let 

the gorge be a plain land, graze whatever, and get crush snake on 

your cloves.’’ The people make rounds and butter the cattle. It is 

believed that after the blessing took place the cattle get multiplied 

and cotton plant blooms.  

According to Maaga Ala, when locust invades Zayse, the 

people collect incense from a desert. They also pick a locust and 

bury it into the ground, together with the incense, alive. They 

believe that locust and birds that damage crops will perish 

altogether when this ritual is performed. The responsible person to 

perform this ritual is Sherege maaga. When birds affect maize on 

the farm, people report to the Kaat so that he can stop the birds 

from damaging the maize with his power.  
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If the climate changes to dry, people from Elgo, Wozaqa 

and Dambille, slaughter three animals with different colors. If 

Wozaqa people slaughter black bull, the others may slaughter 

spotted animals.  

Unmarried girls are expected to avoid prenuptial sex and 

seeing the Kaat. If they do so, it is believed that they will get sick. 

They are not expected to talk with men because if they do so and 

have a sexual intercourse with them, there is a fear that pandemic 

will occur.  

When locusts harm crops and snow falls, the people 

conclude that an unmarried woman has made sexual intercourse 

with a man. And if the suspicion is found to be real, the people 

force the woman to leave her natal land so that the society can be 

safe. If unmarried woman who had practicesd sex picks cotton, it 

is believed that the cotton will be demolished. In general, 

prenuptial sex is not accepted or welcomed in the society.  

In Zayse, the beginning and spread of Orthodox 

Christianity has a history. An incident led to the introduction of 

Orthodox Christianity in Zayse.  According to Ato Taye, a 

member of the nationality by the name Ato Tino Sam’le found 

cubs in 1898 and  
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gave them as a gift to the contemporary Kaat, Kawo Kama. The 

Kaat Kawo Kama praised Ato Tino and ordered him to build a 

cage for the cubs and feed them flesh. The hunter made a cage and 

fed the cubs as he was ordered. In the meantime Menilik’s forces 

who were approaching to the area heard the lions roar at night. 

They found the man with the cubs.  

  Soon Menilk’s force ordered the man and other men of 

Zayse to take the cubs to Addis Abeba. The people built a cage 

with which they carried the ubs and took the lions to Addis Abeba 

safely. It is more likely that the lions at Sidist kilo Zoo are the 

descendant of the then Zayse cubs. 

As a reward Menilik gave to the people Kidane Mihiret 

Ark of Tabernacle and the Zayse Orthodox church was built. 

Since then Orthodox Christianity spread in the area. 

According to Ato Ginbare, Orthodox Church did not spread 

highly in the area. This was because; the Zayse people were 

disappointed for the church leaders were looking down children of 

Zayse. Zayse church school learners were forced to work for the 

clergy against their will. They were charged fees for learners in 

church. What is more, the people and their children did not want 

to abandon drinking milk and spend days and weeks fasting that 

the church demanded.  

In 1953 protestant religion was introduced and spread in 

Zayse area. It has now many followers and its influence is intense. 
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This religion is said to have reduced polygamy, brought thinking 

of treating unprivileged or manas equally and to avoid bad beliefs.  

5.3 Social Life 

In Zayse people with distant relations greet each other by 

touching one another’s head when they met after a period of 

departure.  If they are very close relatives, they kiss one other’s 

cheek or lips. This kind of kissing could be between women and 

men, men and men or women and women. A younger usually 

kisses an elder’s feet. The elder picks the younger head up and 

kisses his or her cheeks plus spits saliva on his head as a blessing. 

Age mates kiss each other’s cheeks. When age differences are 

higher, a younger that is in distant relation is expected to kiss his 

elder relative at knee cap; but if their relationship is so close, they 

younger has to  kiss the elders feet.  

When Zayse- Dambille’s man visits Elgo’s man, the latter 

says “Let me get cold” to express sympathy as the guest is coming 

from Woynadega (high land). When Elgo person visits Dambille 

person, the Elgo’s person saying “Let me get tired, let the sun ray 

harm me” implying a sympathy that you are tiered with a hot sun. 

One kisses his relatives feet almost lying to the ground. In the 

past, there was no hand shake culture but it is introduced in the 

culture now. Babies are not kissed on their checks rather an elder 
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spits his saliva on the head of the baby to express affection. Elders 

also used to lick children’s head by their tongue.  

Guests do not enter into the host’s house directly. They 

resound in front of the gate saying Yegero saroyt ‘People how are 

you!’ The host in the house, whether he is a junior or senior 

replies lo’otte lo’otte ‘who are you please get in?’ .They do not 

receive the guest outside the house. If so the guest concludes that  

he is unwelcomed. If the guest and the host are age mates, they 

hug one other’s shoulder. The guest takes off his shoes, leaves his 

spear, stabbing it into the soil, outside and enters into the host’s 

home. The guest also wears off his hat and unveils his head if he 

has round his head. This is done to honor the house and the host.  

Guests are respected and served food and drinks. When the 

guest stands up to depart, the host begs him to stay more saying 

“Do not go on day light, the sun harms; let me get tired”. When 

the guest wants to depart at dusk, the host says “Let dusk get on 

me” and farewells the guest being inside the home. The host never 

farewells the guest getting out a home; there is a belief that going 

outside to see off a guest implies “Do not come again”. To show 

respect and affection, Maaga’s feet were licked by tongue. The 

maaga, however, never kisses in return. Kaat is not kissed by the 

tradition as explained in the previous chapter. When people see 

him, they pick anything like grass, stone or wood and kiss that 

object. This is regarded as kissing a kaat.  
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When spouses meet after sometime of a departure, they 

never kiss one another but exchange words Asham Asham 

‘welcome-well stay.’ Spouses kiss one another only when they get 

divorce. Genital father could kiss his child but couldn’t kiss any 

child as it could be regarded as the practice of evil-eye or 

cannibalism. Women did lick their children by their tongue to 

express their affection. 

In Zayse society, there is a good practice of respect and 

affection especially between father-in-law or mother-in -law and a 

son-in-law or daughter-in-law. When the son-in-law visits his in-

laws, the father-in-law asks his wife “What would you give for 

our son?” and the woman supplies a gaalo ‘cup’ of yoghurt, a 

slice of bread and other foods and drinks such as borde ‘ 

homemade beer’.  When their daughter-in-low stands up to go, the 

father-in-law asks his wife “What is to be given for our daughter 

if any?” The woman offers butter to her daughter with a shorka 

‘container’ and farewells her with full respect and the daughter-in-

law departs with satisfaction.  

Daughter-in-law also pays respects to her in-laws.  To 

express affection and respect she calls her mother - in-law Ye Indo 

‘our mother’ and her father-in-law ‘ye nu adda’ ‘our father’. 

When a father in-law has a plan to leave for somewhere, a 

daughter-in-law waits her father-in-law holding a long spear 
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outside a house and departs him with expressing a good wish. She 

often washes her in-laws clothes. What is more, she washes 

father-in-law’s feet by luke- warm water. 

In Zayse society clan members consider one another as 

brothers and sisters. Male members of a single clan are called Iche 

while female ones micho. Brothers do not call one another by 

name. The younger usually calls his elder angus’e ‘my elder’ 

while the elder calls his younger ‘Bartha ‘my younger’. Sisters 

also never call one another by their name. The younger sister calls 

her elder sister ango with full respect. The elder sister calls her 

younger sister Baro. Children call their father Adda their mother 

Indo. Husband calls his wife Maacho while the wife calls her 

husband Indo .Mother’s sister (aunt) is called awsto grandfather 

Adho adda grandmother Afo. The eldest sister is called Nu ango. 

When spouses get old the husband calls his wife ye Indato ‘my 

mother or woman’ and the wife calls her husband ya addato ‘my 

father or papa’. Husband cannot call his mother-in-law by her 

name. He calls her ye indo ‘you my mother’ and he calls his 

father-in-law ya adda ‘papa’. Young girls are called ye bisha’o 

and boys ye na’o. When girls  
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reach the age of adulthood they are called Bisha wudura while the 

males are called saaba.   

 

With the interval of 4 years, members of a clan prepare a 

feast with food and drinks and everyone in the blood line is made 

acquainted with all his relatives. During the feast, a goat is 

slaughtered and everyone smears his forehead with the blood of 

the goat. Both married and unmarried people can attend this 

acquaintance ceremony. Women come to the festival with coffee 

and local beer offered to their fathers and grand fathers. Women 

say, “My deceased grand forefathers, ancestors visit my home and 

express your wish that I am saved from danger.”  

Seniority has high value in the society. When a junior 

passes an elder veiling his head without respect, the latter tells for 

elders that the junior deserves a charge for his misbehaving. When 

the junior’s father hears this, he insults his child to behave 

innocently. If a man on a mule back meets passersby of three or 

four, he must dismount from the mule and wear off his hat and 

greets the people.  When elders are on travel, the younger 

travelers wait for the elders to cross first. 

When Zal’es meets Maalana ‘gentle men’ travelling, they 

wait for the Maalana to cross the road and pass. If the Zal’e is 

handling a gourd  on travel and met kaat or Maaga or other 

respected elder man, he puts down the gourd and picks a piece of 
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grass and covers the container. After the Kaat or Maaga passed, he 

picks the empty container and continues his journey.  

When one gets sick, visitors go to the sick man’s house 

and after getting closer to him they kick their chest and say: Taasa 

taasa ‘let your disease be on me’ to the sick man.  

When a woman is at a tuke dhubo ‘menstruation period,’ 

she   does not sleep closer to her husband. If the husband forces 

his wife to have sex at any time against her will, the woman tells 

about it to his parents. They denounce him to behave normal. 

These days, however, spouses can co-sleep with their husband 

regularly.  

In Zayse culture, a father and a son are not expected to 

bear a child at the same season so they pay high care their wives 

not to bear at the same time. What is more, men who have many 

wives take care to avoid their wives not bear child at the same 

period. This is done not to hamper work activities in the family 

and for a husband not to miss a woman who nurse him.  

After marriage, daughters visit their parents preparing 

foods and drinks (a full gourd of local beer). After the girls are 

blessed for the food and drink by their parents, they return back 

their home. If a woman committed adultery, she brings doro 

‘sheep’ which is slaughtered by her brother-in –law at her father’s 

home. She then confesses her wrong-doing. This is done because 
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they fear that gome may occur on the family if she keeps the 

secret. Children co-sleep with their mother until they get married.  

If a husband is away for period of time, a woman sends 

messages to her husband’s when her hot period approaches. She 

sends bread with a container two pairs of woods in it. This 

symbolizes to him to come and visit his wife.  

The community adores and respects their paternal-line 

relatives. Uncle is highly respected regardless of his age by elders 

and teenager. Even an aged nephew kisses to the feet of his uncle 

as a sign of respect and affection. The same is true for an aunt. 

People enjoy life mainly during good harvest and play zimbbe ‘a 

string musical instrument’ sulinge ‘whistle’, dimbba ‘drum’, 

zaaye ‘winding musical instrument’ and hanato ‘a musical 

instrument made of horn.’  

Relatives of maternal-line are also liked and respected. 

When people die, a shroud for disposition is often brought from 

relatives of maternal-line. Daughters as they leave their parents 

when married, they do not inherit land. A woman is not allowed to 

live with her blood relations. Due to this, people are kind- hearted 

and like their daughters. Sons are adored as they are a shield to 

their parents and inherit their parents’ wealth. Disabled 

individuals are nursed by their clan members so begging is 

denounced.  
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4.4. Traditional Games 

 

Fathers train their children how to shoot, how to hunt and 

wrestle as the training helps them to safeguard Zayse from danger. 

Elders do arbiter the game. However, boys are not encouraged to 

swim in the lake because there is no material in the river to save 

boys from drowning in. Parents usually justify this to their 

children. Some of the common games are:  

 

Yebeshabo: this is a running contest. This is a Gyeda with short 

track. The fastest boy is appreciated. . 

Gaada bale:  This is outdoor game.  Boys post stick and they 

jump it turn by turn.  

Konkoro Hilo bale: in this outdoor only boys play. 

Jargebale: the youth makes a kind of bike tyre with local material 

and at far boys throw spear to pass through the objects hole. The 

game is played in groups and the group enters spear on the tyre-

like material is regarded as a winner. 

Boole (Lamie): this is a kind of indoor game more like chess. It is 

played by girls.  

Gaada: this is a kind of game in which girls below age fifteen 

contests. This game is practiced during wood collection, water 

fetching and watching of birds to protect crop. 
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4.5. Calendar 
  

According to Ato Boyale the, Zayse nationalities have their own 

calendar. A year is divided into Aguna taybo ‘months’. A year 

consists 13 months but the kuche Oomo ‘thirteenth month’ 

consists only 5 days. The Zayse’s calendar differs from Sabean 

calendar as the beginning of a new year is June and a week 

comprises only 4 days. The months are listed as follows: 

 

Month             Gloss        Season         Gloss 

Bizza             ‘June’ 

Lame                  ‘July’               Sila                    ‘autumn’              

Haysa                ‘August’ 
 

Oyda                  ‘September’ 

Isheca                ‘October’            Gabba               ‘spring’ 

Ezufie                 ‘November’ 

 

Lafe                   ‘December’ 

Hoze                   ‘January’           Bone                  ‘summer’ 

Otena                 ‘February’ 

 

Hazan              ‘March’ 

Hitha                 ‘April’               Bargo                       ‘winter’ 

Tanth                 ‘May’ 

 Kucha Oomo   ‘Leap year’ 
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According to Ato Taye, the nationality has its own time 

concept:  the past, the present and the future. Zinkobere ‘yester-

year’,  zimbere ‘last year’, Langode ‘next year’ ,  Lanqebere ‘ the 

coming two years’. Months consist weeks but one week consists 

only four days. The fourth day has been the market day. The days 

are gelaqo, Buusagaaya, kito and gaaya which refer to Saturday, 

Sunday Monday and Tuesday, respectively. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RITES OF PASSAGES 

5.1 Birth 
In the nationality, pregnant women are treated with 

affection and love. She is advised to avoid hard physical work and 

to have a second thought of controlling her weight. They believe 

that the baby may gain more wait, which is difficult for the mother 

during delivery, if the mother gains more weight.   Before 

delivery, a woman prepares itum’a ‘a kind of food made of ensete 

plant’.  

A newly married woman may deliver a baby at her or her 

parents’ home when she is ready for delivery.    Most of the time, 

however, a woman gives birth at her own home. She gets her head 

buttered to make labor easy during birth. If her labor becomes 

intense people believe there is gome and that someone held a 

grudge on her. Therefore, all her-in laws are asked whether they 

were in good terms or not with the woman. If it is found that they 

held a grudge, they are convinced to confess and asked pardon. 

Her husband unties his belt and sits outside the home. After she 

delivers, people dance in joy. 

Biitha ‘placenta’ has a special respect by the society; 

hence, as it gets out from the woman’s womb, it is placed in a pot 
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carefully. Then, the pot is covered with clothe. Finally, the pot 

with the placenta is buried in the kitchen section of a house. When 

the father accepts the baby as his own, the placenta is taken out of 

the burial and given to the father. The father then reburies the 

placenta. Unless this ritual is performed the father does not accept 

the child as his biological son. 

After delivery for weeks or months, the woman is served 

porridge, soup and other special foods furnished by her families 

and relatives. A ritual is performed when the woman gets out of 

seclusion. This ritual is called soofe Afila. She never goes to a 

market before this ritual is performed so she has to wait for it at 

least for four weeks. Relatives visit her. Neighbors prepare borde 

‘kind of drink, which they drink it with the leaf of ensete plant. 

This ritual is performed for someone who gave birth to more than 

three children. 

After a birth men visit the woman who gave birth and say 

Hookale hokale ‘congratulation for delivering safe’ or Bazoy 

hashutte nena maarin ‘congratulation, let God’s mercy be on 

you’. The women in their part visit her and say: Hokale hokale 

and as they are the bearer of children they add: ta ginqo qayso 

‘Let me get my waist broken.’ They also ask the gender of the 

newly born baby. If the baby is a baby-girl, the woman responds: 

Elashetes ase gades yelinebeseech ‘I bear false banana seedling 

for other’s land’ implying that the baby-girl will leave her mother 
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and go to a man’s land when she grows up. Usually, it is a bit 

disappointing for the visitors and the mother. But if the newly 

born baby is a baby-boy, the mother responds, “I bear a baby-

girl’’ and it remains secret for 6 months. It is regarded a blessing 

for both the visitors and the mother as the baby-boy, when grows, 

will be the protector of the land from the enemy, inherit the 

possession of his parents and bury his parents in honor when they 

die.  

In the society prenuptial birth is highly denounced. In a 

rare case, however, this occurs. When a child is born before 

marriage, the public call him Are yantis ‘Savanna grass’ or 

meaning illegitimate child. The first child in a family beautifies 

himself with Yelole ‘shell’ and wears goda ‘a necklace’. 

 

5.2. Naming 

 

What comes after birth is usually naming a child. In Zayse 

nationality naming of men has two phases. Childhood name, 

which is used only for period of childhood and the permanent 

name  lasts life long. Infants are given names such as Tsuko or 

Muko by their parents, relatives and neighbors. No proper name is 

given at the time. When the infant passes childhood without 

special ceremony, mostly the father selects and names his child. 

The child’s name may not have special meaning beyond label. 

However, parents are concerned much on the initial letters of the 
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boy’s name. The name should be similar in its initial sound Datha 

to his father and/or grandfather or uncle’s name. For instance, the 

initials Boyale Bolese are the same ‘B’. From the child’s name 

one could know the child’s blood line and clan.  

Sometimes circumstantial names are given to a child. 

When a baby is born after a hard labor, it can be named Metesopa 

‘threatening’ if it is male and Mothusa if female. The child’s 

behavior may also be used in naming procedure. The baby’s look 

also contributes for naming a child. If the baby is attractive 

physically he could be given a name like Okie. Naming children 

from what they see and listen, such as historic names is common. 

It is quite common to hear the name like Dargue for a child who 

was born during Dargue regime or Gitarie for a child who was 

born when the time of protestant songs have been sung.  Now a 

day, naming has shifted into Amharic or biblical names.  This 

trend is not in favor of vernacular Datha, however. 

 

5.3. Rites of Passage (Dhese kese)  
 

In Zayse nationality, when boys reached Saba ‘adulthood’, 

a special rite of passage (Dhese kes) takes place. This rite of 

passage is performed when the child’s age is between 12 and 18 

by the male members of Solee chief clan. The ritual process has 

the procedures discussed below. 
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The male members of the Solee clan who are physical fit 

for fighting,  who can run faster, smash others, jump higher, fit for 

tilling are led by kaat’s son called  Saaba maaga or Desie maaga 

‘the leader of youth’. When the number of younger boys at the age 

of passage rite increases, they go to the Kaat’s field to practice the 

rite of the passage. These boys as a part of the ritual swim in the 

river; they plunder and kill wild beasts. Each village youth fights 

against another to enter into the river first. The elders’ settle their 

disputes when disagreements lead to physical fighting. The Youth 

kick their chest with their hand when they entered to Martta. The 

successful youth shows trophy ‘remains of animals that he killed’ 

to the kaat.  As they enter to Martta they say: Des Kama ‘we 

entered breaking the gate’ and sing a song, surik. These youth go 

to the ceremony with rations and served foods and drinks at 

Bagadesie.  This activity is similar to the activity performed when 

children are initiated to pass manhood.  A boy who participated at 

this rite of passage cannot perform Dhese kes twice. The 

generation in the rite of passage is named as Kabadesie, 

Gazadesie, Kabakesie, etc. The performers of the rite of passage 

dance in each parish. 

At this ceremony youths shave their hair. They sing on 

each individual’s house and the people give to them crops and 

other gifts. With the collected gifts they brewed local beer and 

buy ox which is slaughtered. Drink is prepared to the people. 
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Elders bless the youth who are in the initiation ceremony. The 

youth plough the field and participate in activities of a fully grown 

man. This rite of passage is often performed in January. Any 

youth who did not participate in the rite of passage is not regarded 

as an adult man and never hunt, fight a war, and involve in sexual 

activity. If a youth participated in the rite of passage the boy is 

regarded as a man and can do anything dhese keskkaaede ‘adult’ 

do.  

This rite of passage is performed with the intervals of eight 

years. The participants of the rite of passage are regarded as a 

one generation and their cordial relation remain for life as a peer 

group. After Menilik’s conquest the practice of rites of passage to 

adulthood was deteriorated as the public was pressured to not 

practice.  As the rite of passage costs much, the people also began 

preferred to refrain from it. This rite of passage is now just a 

history. 

  

5.4. Marriage and Marriage Life 

Zayse people have their own tradition in their marriage 

and marriage life. Usually when parents get older, bedridden or 

unhealthy, their day-to-day curiosity have been   “Let our children 

get marry before we stop breathing.’’ The parents scrutinize if 

their children have reached for marriage. For example, when a girl 

starts maturation, their hip widens, and their breast grows, etc.  

When  a boy get mature, he avoids intimacy with his mother,  
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continuously goes to market place,  hides his private, increases his 

intimacy with his father, gets beard, hangs beehives on a tree 

alone and ploughs independently. When all these physical and 

psychological change occur, the parents conclude that she/he is 

ready to marry. Especially when the father understands the 

physical and psychological developments on his son, the former 

decides that his son should be married. The saying goes as 

follows. “My son became ‘goer’, let me tie his foot with a rope or 

let me fix his roving eye”. Side by side the father advises his son 

to avoid prenuptial sex and tells him as he wants him to get marry. 

But boys are usually informed about sexual activity from their age 

mate and their elders. Secretly they may practice sex. 

In Zayse, early marriage is not common. Boys and girls 

marry when they reached the age of 25 and 20, respectively. Boys 

cannot take any girl from a street as their clan should be known 

first. A boy can marry a woman from the clan which is accepted 

by his clan and her descendant is scrutinized by elders. 

 

According to Ato Boyale, in Zayse boys and girls from the 

same clan cannot intermarry and in Zayse marriage system is 

exogamy. The to-be-marriage is decided by the to-be couples’ 

paternal clan. However, a man may marry wife from his maternal 

clan member if the woman is in the third or fourth generation. In 

the society, everybody is the member of his father clan.  
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For further understanding, the writer here provides the name of 

the clan and to whom the clan members are eligible to marry.  Other 

clans unmentioned here intermarry within their respective clans, they 

practice endogamy marriage system.      

Table 5.1 Clans and with whom they intermarry  

Name of the 

clan 

Intermarries with 

Zulesa Dare, uleke, Bode, dedub, Ena, Kentse, 

Duse, kake and kale 

Darjie Kake, Kale and Zules 

Daree Kake, Enaket, Kale, Bode, Zulesa 

kale Darjie, Zulesa, Enaket,Garban, Oshekale 

Wose DarJie, Enaket, Zime, Boche 

Garban Wose, Enaket, Kale, Zime 

Ulke Zules,wose, Boche, Enaket 

Zage (Zewkelie) Wose, Kene and with all, except Mana 

Zime With all except Mana 

Garket With all except Mana 

Kake Wose, Daree, Zules 

Ayemut With all except Mana 

Dedub Ulke, Darjie, Enaket 

Goyesh With all except Zulesa and Mana 

Bilbilo Maelie,wose, Goyesh, Zurem 

Bode With all except Mana 

Shorme Kaygese, Bode and with others except Mana 

Woyera Lolame, Alatame, Koyra 

Tseme Marries Kates daughter but not the reverse 

Dusie Ulke (kate’s mother clan) 

Gayeze Marries kate’s daughter 

Ganeae Marries kate’s daughter 

Bubure Except with Zulesa marries with others 

Malze Except Zulesa and Mana marries with all 

Moree Except Zulesa and Mana marries with all 
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Mashe They marry with all. But their rank is a bit 

better than Mana 

Kashe They marry with all. But their rank is a bit 

better than Mana 

Maroshe With all except Zulesa and Mana 

Alpute Mashe 

Alakete With big clans up to Zulesa but not with 

Mana 

Shele With all except Zulesa 

Koshekale Zulesa 
 

 

 

The daughters of the Kaat as a status -symbol could marry only 

with selected clans of the nationality. However, in rare cases, the 

daughter marries a man from the low status clan but do not marry 

a wife from Mana, or orphans (Marte), and clan of evil-eye 

(buda).  

If the Kaat’s son falls in love with a woman from the low 

status clan, he can marry her but the children born to them lose 

their paternal clan membership of Zulesa clan and their status gets 

one rung down from the social ladder and the marriage is regarded 

as a mismatch one, (Woyelo). The Woyelo did not enter to Martta. 

Woyelo boys also cannot be kaat. Similarly, when the member of 

a lower clan marries a girl from the ruling clan, Zulesa’s girl, their 

off springs is cannot rise to the rank of kaat’s family’s rank.  And 

they take their father’s clan membership.  
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There is different marriage practice in the nationality 

though the zeal is to live together. These are: a) yaase ‘parent-

arranged’ b) Bonqa ‘Abduction’   C) Dhaalo ‘to marry one’s 

brother wife’   d) dhaalo ‘to marry one’s sister husband’ e) eehi 

gelo ‘love-match’  f) uthuth ‘marrying the eligible’ g) polygamy. 

All these shall be discussed in depth below and shall be discussed 

accordingly.. 

      5.4.1. Yaase ‘parent arranged marriage’ 

Yaase is a type of marriage in which the boy’s parents 

make request to woman’s parents for marriage through elders or 

broker. Boy’s parent has to know from which clan the girl is 

before sending go- betweens. If she is from the clan that could 

intermarry with his own, he sends elders to the girl’s parents to 

make a request. The elders to be sent are three or four. They tie 

number of bundles of grass which carry with them to the girl’s 

parent and put them in the girl’s home at night. The numbers of 

bundles reveal that many elders had come to the house though 

actually they were a few. The elders do it repeatedly. When the 

girl’s father sees these bundles of grass, he orders his daughter 

(the proposed girl) to throw away the grasses and insults her 

justifying that she is the cause of it. The girl usually cries but 

removes the grasses. 

After the elders have dropped the bundles for about four 

times, they come to the girl’s parent early in the morning. They 
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clear their throat deliberately to make themselves heard that they 

are waiting for the girl’s father. As the latter gets out of the home 

and he asks them “My house is not a road; why did you come 

here?” The elders do not utter a single word. The man asks his 

neighbors to come and to ask to the men why they came to his 

house. The elders begin to utter words: “We are here sent by Mr. 

X to beg your daughter for marriage.’’ This practice is called 

utese. 

The girl’s father discusses the issue with his neighbor. The 

girl’s mother, aunts and uncles discuss the issue with the men. 

Most of the time the discussion ends with “Let their girl get 

marry.” They, however, ask questions, such as “How is the boy’s 

behavior? Does his clan intermarry with our clan? Is there any 

man who could inherit her probably brother or men from his clan 

when the proposed groom dies? After all these questions are 

responded, they confirm the offer for the elders.  

Another question often asked is the parent’s economic 

status including if they may afford the expense for the marriage 

ceremony. Both groups inform the elders about their potential and 

this often determines when the wedding can be. The elders request 

the wedding day to be in short periods of time.  Since then the girl 

belongs to the man even though wedding ceremony is not yet 

held. The boy offers Ayaa ‘gifts’ to his the would-be father-in-

law, mother-in-law and elders. Elders often get more amounts of 
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gifts compared to the youths. The gift could be a cow, an ox, 

cotton, skin, a sack of maize, or money. The money helps for the 

preparation of borde for the girl’s family. The borde is drunk by 

women, who often dance matborde.  The girl’s father sends a 

message to the boy’s parents to take the girl mentioning the actual 

day, which is usually on Sunday. 

In the past a drink served during wedding feast was milk. 

Now a day, however, people are served only borde ‘home made 

beer’ as milk source is waning. The neighbors help the girl’s 

parents by providing food and drinks for the groom’s men.  They 

also assist in giving service during the ceremony (Ero). The girl’s 

father begs his relatives to assist him financially and in work 

activities. A temporary shelter or a tent is made with local 

materials. Oxen are slaughtered. Neighbors and relatives supply 

materials such as pepper and spices. The master of the ceremony 

(gano) divides works and responsibilities to the concerned people, 

relatives and neighbors.  

 

At the wedding day, the groom with his men goes to the girl’s 

house to take the girl.    The girl’s parents prepare borde, fuga 

‘mead’, shida ‘honey’ and a fatten ox. As the groom with his 

attendants approaches to the house of the girl’s parents, the elder’s 

from the girl’s group request the groom’s group to come closer. 

The groom’s group come nearer but does not take seats. The 
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groom’s best men present gifts of material and heifer as a 

chelosha (bride price). They also present oxen to the elders. The 

latter evaluate the quantity of the bride price. When they think that 

the gift is small, they order the groom’s group to give additional 

gifts saying ‘”we are one like gourd’s seed”. The groom’s groups 

give additional gifts ranging to four cattle. When this is done, the 

elders give comments and blessings: “This is enough. Let our 

connection flourish. Let fortune be like ant’s road: long and wide, 

let the couples bear children.’’ The groom and his men take their 

special place and are served bread and roasted meat. At mid-night 

the groom’s men request the girl’s parents: “Our father, we are 

ready to go; please you give us our girl” and they begin to dance. 

In the past a bride wore not only scarf (netela) but also clock. The 

bride wore kopha ‘a traditional shoe made of buffalo skin’ pizo ‘a 

cover of all sort of cloth’ which is made of cotton. 

 

The girl’s father welcomes it and the bride gets piggyback 

by the best man and joins her husband’s camp. When girl 

farewells her from her natal home, her parents give her gifts like 

clothes and cattle. The bride takes all clothes of her own. She 

never goes on foot. She also never goes on mule back, for fear she 

may not bear a child. She, therefore, goes on a horse back. The 

husband, however,walks on foot with his men. . The best man 

mounts the bride on the horse’s back. The groom’s men dance and 
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play along the road. The song was Yawose haroo. As they go, 

people let them pass with respect and no one can cross them. If a 

passerby is a male, he blesses them hola ‘bear a child let; your life 

be a happy’ stretching his hands to the sky. If a passerby is a 

woman, she stops and stretches her hands to the sky and says elele 

and blesses them saying ‘let you be rich’. The passersby continue 

their journey only after the grooms had left.             

 

When the bride reaches to the house of her father-in-law and 

mother-in-law, the best men dismounts her from the horse’s back. 

The bride enters into her father-in-law’s house only if the latter 

provides her gifts, such as plots of land and heifer. Her mother -in 

-law gives her six meter of buluko ‘thick garment as a gift. The 

bride is also given buluko by her father-in-law. She wears and 

enters into her father-in-law’s house, but she never contacts her 

husband.  The couples are not allowed to practice sex for six or 

seven months. 

The bride is fed well to gain weight. She takes rest. It is 

believed that she has to prepare   herself for sex. However, the 

groom is not treated with a special manner. He ploughs, tends 

cattle and lead life as usual. After sometime, when the bride gains 

weight and when their son is showing his readiness to deal with 

his woman, the boy’s father sends a message saying: “My son is 

passing nights in a desert with cattle; let our tradition be 
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practiced” to the father of the bride. This message is sent through 

bride’s parents neighbors. The message has an implication that let 

the spouses share the very actual experiences of the married men.  

The girl’s father as a rule initially negates the idea with the 

justification that his daughter is not well-fed and she did not gain 

weight. But the man is soon convinced and the date is fixed for 

another feast at the groom’s parent’s house and actual marriage 

ceremony is finalized. The bride’s elder sister, aunt, another 

woman and few men go to the groom’s parent’s house for the 

invitation (Aelo) and they are welcomed. The men attend the 

ceremony to evaluate the food and drinks furnished and served on 

the occasion and for the security of the women. The bride’s 

relatives are not allowed to see the bride soon. They only take 

seats on the place reserved for them. Borde is presented to them 

with a big clay pot. The groom’s relatives invite the bride’s 

relatives “Let you drink this borde which is brewed for you” The 

latter request the former, as a tradition, the borde to be poured into 

their glass again and again. Meat is also served. The bride’s group 

says: “You slaughtered an ox but you gave as gristle and 

demanded more,’’ The groom’s group responds by serving them 

additional meat and finally the bride‘s relatives comment: “It is  
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enough, if we finish the meat alone our relationship will get bad.”   

The bride still does not contact with her relations. 

When the bride’s relative drink more and more borde, they 

chat one another and develop curiosity to see the bride and the 

groom. They beseech to see them and ask as a rule “Where is our 

boy?” When they raise this question repeatedly both the bride and 

the groom go and stand in front of the the bride’s relatives. The 

groom stands behind his wife at the right side. The bride who is 

home sick kisses her relatives and her husband follows her doing 

the same . Her relatives ask her about her new life and she 

responds to their questions. They request her to sit beside them 

stating: “Our blood is in your vein; sit here.” They also call the 

groom: “Come now you are in our group.” He sits beside them. 

People serve food and drink. At mid night the boy’s father 

requests the bride’s relatives to leave his son alone which implies 

“It is time let the spouses share bed alone’’. In response to the 

request, the relatives of the bride farewell the spouses saying: 

“Good night.’’  

The spouses are not allowed to sleep on beds but on the 

floor. They sleep on a floor smeared with cow dung. Animal hide 

processed by tanners is used as sheet. The bride knows the room 

and at dark she goes to that special place wearing a thick garment 

(banja) to make trick on her husband. Her husband searches for 
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her. When he finds her, he sits beside her. His best men remain at 

the gate of the room with a light similar to candle (Danona). 

When the bride and bride groom approach one another, the best 

men dance outside, leaving the spouse together behind without 

light. The tradition is that the bride should not allow her man for 

sexual activity easily not to be regarded as easy going. She 

strongly resists the pressure of her husband for sex. As she was 

traditionally massaged with butter and exceptionally fed, it was 

often difficult to the bride groom to embrace her easily and to 

practice sexual intercourse against her will.  

When this intense wrestling occurs and sound is overheard 

by the bride’s relatives, they advise the girl to act as a woman and 

allow the man the sexual activity. If the girl is a virgin, she may 

shout when the man dis-virgin her. If the bride’s relatives heard 

such a cry, they enter into the room and encourage and comfort 

their daughter with joy and pride. The mother-in law heralds 

congregations to the public. At that moment luke ‘warm water,’ 

which has been ready, is given to the bride to take bath. The 

groom makes a war-cry to express his joy. The relatives of the 

bride dance for the occasion “Kachahono”. People are served 

mead and food. To express the virginity of the bride, a big pot is 

filled with mead and served to the people. The groom’s parents 

also send   full bottle of borde or mead to the bride’s family as a 

sign of bride’s innocence and virginity and as a sign of respect to 
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her family. As the bride’s family sees the drink, they feel pride of 

their daughter and drink the drink with joy. The event often raises 

their social esteem as their daughter is ethical one. Thus, the borde 

or woma modo is drunk with high satisfaction.  

However, to the opposite, if the bride is not found virgin, 

the groom and his family get ashamed and the groom lives with 

remorse. To the parents whose daughter misbehaved, the groom’s 

family sends half a bottle of mead or borde with a broken material 

as a sign of disrespect. The bride’s family gets ashamed because 

their daughter is not found virgin or had practiced prenuptial sex. 

They drink the borde with disappointment. Besides, the bride’s 

relatives who had been sent to the groom’s family fell shamed. 

They are given porridge and borde with a broken material and 

they are disrespected. In her life, the bride also leads a life of 

shame. She is disrespected by her husband and his family. The 

groom, however, neither sends her back to her family nor kicks 

her, but the bride incurs a low social position in the society. 

After the spouses practiced sexual activity, they sleep on a 

dry false banana leaves over which on ola (skin) is laid. The best 

men (lazana) leave the spouses alone and they play jokes and 

share experiences each other. The lazanasa play string musical 

instrument and train how to play musical instrument for the bride. 

Until the couples build their own houses, the bride is nursed and 

fed by her mother-in-law or other relatives of her husband. Soon 
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after the marriage, the bride is called Bushe. After honeymoon, the 

bride is called by her name given by her parents or by her current 

friends. The bride’s current friends may give her a new name 

depending on her beauty or behavior. After bearing a child she is 

called by her child’s name as “X’s mother”. 

The bride joins her affinial and contagious relatives after 

borde is brewed and served. Parents supply her with crops, pot, 

oven and others. She is also given ‘a garment’, hide and netela 

‘scarf’. The spouses enter into their house, which was their place 

to live. They begin to lead their individual life together. People 

drink local beer. The people bless them saying: “Let you have a 

happy life and let God give you a child.”  

For a significant period of time after the marriage, the 

bride cannot go to the market. In the society washing clothes is 

woman’s duty. Men also wash banja at a river with cattle’s urine. 

Light clothes are washed with endod ‘Lemma’s toxin’. 

 

5.4.2 Bonqa ‘Abduction’  

This marriage type is practiced mainly by ugly, lazy, 

criminal or despised clan boys. When the boy is rejected by girls 

or when he fails to afford to pay bride price, he decides to abduct 

a woman. 

The boy often gives small gifts to the sisters or aunts of the 

to-be-abducted woman. The bribed women design techniques to 
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manipulate the girl and make the abduction possible. They urge 

the proposed bride to collect fire woods or to fetch water from a 

river alone. They inform the man about the where about of the 

woman and urge him to take her.  The man, with his friends, 

abducts the girl. However, if the abduction plot is discovered by 

the public, the girl’s sister and aunt who collaborated with the 

abductors act as if they are strange about the issue and may shout 

looking for help. They still send a message to the boy to give 

many gifts to the girl in order to win her heart and to love him 

secretly.  

If the abduction was successful, the abductor sends elders 

to the bride’s family for arbitration. He pays bride price. After the 

conflict is settled, the girl can meet her parents, participate in 

mourning. She also becomes a legal wife of the abductor. 

 

     5.4.3. Dhaalo ‘Levirate’ 

In the society, if  elder brother dies, the younger brother 

inherits or marries the widow of his deceased elder brother. In the 

tradition this practice is done to control the wealth, of the 

deceased and to bring up the children of the deceased. What is 

more, the people do not want the woman to depart from them 

because she is regarded as their relatives since she bear children 

from their deceased brother.   
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The inheritance is done after a mourning ceremony, just after 

weeks of a burial ceremony. After the mourning ceremony, the 

whole family is served food and drinks. At the occasion, the father 

of the widow asks the deceased’s family: “Where shall the widow 

live? If the deceased’s family responds “We are here,” the 

dialogue continues and the widow’s father again forward another 

question: “Tell me who he is?” The deceased’s family while 

standing respond: “It is Mr. X.” The widow is asked whether she 

is willing or not to marry the purposed man. If she welcomes him, 

the marriage is made possible but if she rejects the proposal, the 

marriage does not take place. 

 

       5.4.4 Dhaalo ‘sororate’  

When one’s wife died, the younger sister of the deceased 

is married by the deceased sister’s husband if the deceased wife’s 

husband requests to inherit his deceased wife’s younger sister 

before the burial ceremony. The man in question begs in public 

his father -in-law saying: “My wife is passed away leaving behind 

the infants; please give me her sister for marriage as a substitute.’’ 

The father-in-law feels nervous at the time as a norm. However, 

he soon comes to his sense and gives his daughter’s hand for the 

man. If he has no another daughter other than the deceased, he 

gives him his brother’s or clan member’s daughter as a substitute. 
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Bride price is not paid to the girl in such a marriage. It is only 

before the burial ceremony that the substitution is made possible. 

If any question of substitution occurs after the burial, there is no 

tradition to force the deceased’s father to give a substitute. To 

raise a question of substitution after a burial is considered a taboo. 

 

     5.4.5 Uttuth ‘Marrying the Eligible’ 

This type of marriage happens if an ugly woman fails to 

have her own man during her youth time or when she falls in 

sight-love with somebody. The girl decides by herself to marry the 

eligible man and enters into her proposed man father’s house. She 

then enters says to her proposed man’s family “I came here 

because I love your son”. If the boy welcomes her, the boy’s 

families become happy. The two couples begin to live together 

though the society stigmatizes and degrades the woman.  

 

If the boy does not accept the proposal of the girl, the girl feels 

shamed.  She loses respect from the boy’s and her family. 

However, she is given gifts by the boy’s family and departs .The 

disappointed woman leave her village for fear people may 

stigmatize her.   
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        5.4.6. Eehi Gelo ‘Love Match’ 

 

  This type of marriage happens when a boy and a girl fall in 

love each other and decide to live together without the knowledge 

and consent of their respective family. When this happens, the 

family of the girl may quit their relationship with their daughter. 

After sometime, however, elders and neighbors convince the girl’s 

parents to restart their relationship with their daughter. After 

negotiation; the girl’s parents pardon their daughter (deehana). 

The boy gives bride price for his father-in-law as compensation. 

The arbitration is acceptable only when the clan of the boy can 

intermarry with the girl’s clan and vice versa. In case arbitration is 

not possible, the girl abandons her relationship with her parent and 

the boy and the girl remain ostracized. The couples may fail to 

resist the pressure of the society and leave their birth place. Now a 

day, love-match is rampant in Zayse society. Many couples 

intermarry by their own will.  There is no much ostracisation . 

 

        5.4.7 Polygamy  

It is a marriage system whereby one man marries more 

than one wife at a time. In the society, a man can marry 3 to 4 

wives at a time. The reason behind polygamy is that a man who 

has a field very far from his home needs a wife when his other 

wife gets pregnant. He asks his first wife permission to marry 

additional wife through elders saying: “I am starved. Let me 
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marry another woman” or saying “I need a woman to assist me 

carrying seeds while I carry yoke and beam of plough”. When the 

wife listens to her husband request she asks the elders “Whose 

clan member is he going to marry?” The husband responds and 

tells his proposed woman. The wife instructs the husband: “If you 

are to marry another wife, marry one from my clan member.’’ The 

husband welcomes it and marries additional woman from his 

senior wife’s clan. As a gift, the husband gives a heifer to his first 

wife although the heifer remains their common property. Though 

it is a gift, the woman cannot sell or give the heifer as a gift for 

someone else. However, when the heifer bears a she- calf, the 

senior wife may give the heifer to her child. The husband does not 

refuse this decision . 

In Zayse culture, the husband can marry many wives only 

by the will of the senior wife but the woman is usually expected to 

welcome her husband’s request. If she refuses, he cannot marry 

additional woman but the society regards the woman “evil-doer”.  

A senior wife is respected and assisted by the junior wives 

and it is a status- symbol which could rise her up in the social 

ladder. A senior wife usually welcomes her husband’s demand to 

marry additional wives. 

Two wives may live together in a single hut providing that 

the senior wife allows the junior to live together with her. If there 

are disagreements between the two wives, the husband builds 
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another home to the junior one. The husband’s produces, such as 

fresh maize, milk so on are shared among his wives. The senior 

one often takes the lion- share. Seniority has value as resource 

sharing depends on seniority. If the wives quarrel one another, 

there is a belief that the husband may get sick and children may 

die. Due to this belief, elders settle the dispute very soon. 

When a husband marries a third wife, he asks permission 

to his senior wife, but this time he does not give her gift as 

indemnity for the senior wife. In case the senior wife feels 

nervous when she hears her husband’s plan of the additional 

(third) marriage proposal, she is convinced by the elders to accept 

the culture by saying “O.K.’’  

In the community, if the first married wife is sterile, she is 

not divorced. She motivates her husband to marry another woman 

that shall bear children. She urges him the woman to be married to 

be one of her relatives; if possible her own sister. When the 

husband and his second wife bears a child, the senior wife’s duty 

is to bring up the child of the junior wife. If a woman bears 

females continuously, it is a good reason for the husband to marry 

additional wife; he reasons out that he wants a wife who may bear 

a baby- boy.  
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According to Ato Ginbare, polygamy these days became 

out dated concept and practice.   In fact, men still may more than 

one wife at a time, but women of Zayse no more accept the 

practice. Churches are preaching “one man should marry only one 

woman.”  The influence of religion and high cost of living seem to 

have discouraged polygamy and now a day people began to accept 

monogamy only, one wife marriage system.  

      

 

        5.5 Divorce 
 

According to Ato Ginbare, in Zayse society divorce had 

been sacred. However, divorce becomes an imminent fact as a 

solution of frustration and conflicts between the married couples. 

The basic causes for divorce are said to be behavioral, economic 

and related to laziness on the parts of either couple.  

When a husband decides to divorce his wife, he informs 

the case to his blood relatives. The latter advice the man: “Dust is 

up when one sweeps a floor” implying that you might be a part of 

the trouble and that you have to tolerate the woman.  They advise 

him to convince his wife to abandon the request of divorce. When 

a husband intends to   divorce his wife, he is advised to give the 

issue a second thought. They add a saying: “Spider moves 
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wherever it goes carrying its offspring’ and you had better tolerate 

your wife for the sake of your children.  

As a solution, the husband builds a house far from his 

relatives if the cause of conflict is because of disagreement 

between the relatives and his wife. If the disagreement continues, 

however, the husband prefers his relatives to his wife and decides 

to divorce her.  

In Zayse culture, the relationship between divorced 

husband and wife may not be the last particularly if they have 

children. The ex-husband and the ex-wife may meet each other 

but they cannot touch each other by hands.  

Customarily, the woman has to kiss her husband’s right 

foot for once and for last as a mark of divorce. She must also kiss 

the clans’ head ‘angus’ right foot. This kissing ceremony declares 

that the woman has divorced her husband. After this the woman 

goes to the kaat’s palace with her father and tells the Kaat” that 

she has divorced her husband and that she wants to marry another 

man. The kaat as a rule allows her to marry another man and the 

divorce becomes official and legal.  

In the divorce process, property division is performed in 

the following manner. Resources and properties, such as maize in 

the granary, cattle, cotton, crops on the field are shared to the man 

and to the woman. The larger amount is often given to the 

husband. When the woman raises the issue of equal share, she is 
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convinced and advised by the elders that “Her husband would be 

poor without her assistant.” she often welcomes the elders’ 

proposal and takes her share peacefully. The woman takes the 

cattle, through her ex-husband’s best men and elders’ that she had 

brought from her parents during the marriage. If the ex-husband 

refuses, the ex-wife reports to the kaat and he allows her to take 

her property peacefully. With regard to children, an infant stays 

with the woman  but the grownups with the father.  When the 

infant grows up to the stage of childhood, he goes to his father 

place.  

Divorce procedure is performed if the spouses agree 

peacefully to divorce. Sometimes, the husband reports to the kaat 

that he loves his wife before the divorced woman and her father 

arrive to the Kaat’s place to report the divorce case. The 

husband’s report is something like the following: “My heifer 

(woman) escapes from me, let not another man get marry her.” In 

this situation, when the woman with her father report to the kaat: 

“I am a divorcee,” the kaat respond: “You are not a divorcee; your 

husband reported that he did not divorce you.”  

In such circumstance, elders discuss the issue together 

with the maagas at Debusha .These people debate on the issue 

honestly just for the sake of truth. The notion of standing for truth 

is termed Garchule gichole. The woman speaks to the debusha 

attendees “I am not an orator, may you debate on behalf of me for 
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truth”. After arduous discussion and settling of the dispute, the 

spouse lives with her husband peacefully. The woman’s father 

stands and stretches his hands forward to bless his daughter. The 

blessing goes as follows: “Let you bear children, let you 

Enchakuta late ‘bleed’, a metaphor that a woman bleeds when she 

gives birth.  

 

When a woman who married another man after a divorce finds the 

new marriage unsatisfactory and that she has children from her 

ex-husband she sends a message to the ex-husband to allow her to 

visit her children with the intention to remarry him. The ex-

husband knows the tradition and replies: “Let her come and visit 

her children.” The ex-wife, however, comes back to her ex-

husband’s house after performing cultural rituals.  

The eldest man of the clan or clan’s head performs the 

ritual. He butters her head (kacha). She holds grass on her teeth 

and then enters into her ex-husband’s house. This ceremony is 

called choledo. As she crosses into the door of the house, she first 

spits and utters: “I wouldn’t repeat it again.” A galgth grass is 

placed on her navel by a clan leader and as she enters the home 

her status of being a senior wife is given. The wife of the husband 

who was recently married for the first time becomes a junior wife. 

The people usually remarry and welcome it as their saying 

goes: dace maayeso afelaayene daqi maahese macooye phelate 
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loo a bazate “To wear washed clothes and to remarry an ex-wife 

is one and the same”. The woman who re-married her ex-husband 

can bring her children who were born of her new husband whom 

she divorced currently.  

 

5.6. Death and Funeral Ceremony 

The mourning and funeral ceremonies vary from 

nationality to nationality. The Zayse mourning and funerary 

ceremonies have unique features. The mourning style varies based 

on age, sex, and social position. The attendant of funerary 

ceremony may become high or low in number depending of the 

social variables above. The mourning styles based on age, sex and 

social position are discussed as follows.  

 

The name of mourning  The deceased’s social 

position 

    

Shosho     Infant 

Halecha    Unmarried male youth 

Yehobelie    A girl above age of majority 

but unmarried 

Homeshe    Woman 

Hozaro    Old who killed the enemy 

Hoyesie    Old who killed the enemy 
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Hoadie                Aged man 

Womeshe    Aged woman 

Torayel homishe   A woman who has married 

children 

Kelelgibo    A man who is killer of lion 

Hoharda    A man who is killer elephant 

 
 

In Zayse, when one gets sick, the people spread the news 

of illness to the other as a wild fire. Close relatives and neighbors 

pay visit to the sick man. They say Taasa taasa ‘let it be to me’. 

When the sick fails to recover and when his illness becomes 

chronic, the people watches him together. But when he is at the 

verge of death, they do not approach the sick person. His 

immediate relatives tell to other people that the sick man is 

‘alright’.  The seriously sick person is covered with a curtain. 

If a woman who had children and whose children are 

married dies, Torayel homishe, the mourning becomes severe. The 

mourners cry deeply and they call the deceased woman Gamey 

blakese. To the opposite, for Adealga ‘death of old person’ 

Torayel homishe or Womeshe funerary ceremony is not practiced 

highly. For such a deceased person, people go to the funeral 

ceremony after they were served food.  The people regard the 
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deceased as a man who saw everything in life.  His death is seen 

as a wel-coming one and the mourning is not a severe one. For 

funerary ceremony an ox or a cow is slaughtered if a man or a 

woman dies, respectively.  

If a Kaat gets a severe illness, he is watched and treated by 

the clan members of Daree, Ena, Dargie, worze and Dedube. 

Only members of these clans can watch the dying Kaat. When a 

Kaat dies, no one utters the word “he died” or “passed away” but 

the public says “The kaat rose to the sky.” To express their 

sorrow, the members of the nationality shave their hairs. Pregnant 

women smear mud on their stomach with a belief that the unborn 

baby has to mourn. In the funerary ceremony, men keep 

themselves naked except below their waist. All adult men smear 

their faces with black substance. People pierce their face and they 

bleed their belly. They jump and fall down on the ground. The 

Kaat’s body is disposed with a shroud Haile ‘a kind of blanket 

made by Zal’e weavers’. The Zal’e also furnish ostrich feather. 

The members of the society and Golezmaaga also give gifts of 

wolelapizo ‘a sort of skirt’. If the deceased kaat was rich, his 

children give to Zal’e a fatten cow or bull in return. The Zal’e 

slaughters it and mourners are served with meal. Borde has also 

been brewed for the mourners.   

The succeeding kaat is given a Banja by a chief Goloz 

maaga while Urogo ‘a kind of clothe’ is given to the kaat’s wife. 
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They give him while kicking their chest with their hands and 

saying: “King Keep us; no evil to you.” The Zal’e also gives cattle 

as reward to Genfe maaga. Kaat’s corpse is watched by members 

of “Soole” and “Shank” chief clans. The full responsibility to 

watch the kaat’s corpse is, however, given to members of 

“Gumen” society. Gumen people are served special meals and it is 

said that “They were served food with the kaat.” These people 

keep and treat Kaat’s corpse for 12 days. A burial hole is not dug 

by all members of the nationality. First, the Soole, the prestigious 

group and then Shank dug the hole. At last, the Moges dug and 

sweep the hole. The burial hole is dug deep down but after some 

distance the whole is dug horizontally in which they put the 

corpse. When Kaat’s corpse is buried, people close their eyes. A 

cat like animal is killed and skinned. The skin is used for 

disposing the corpse as a winding sheet. The killer of the cat like 

animal is rewarded. 

No one sees the corpse of the Kaat due to the belief that 

someone who sees the Kaat’s corpse loses his sight. However, 

clan members of Enakete, Darjie, and Daree could see the corpse. 

These groups instruct others not to watch the kaat’s corpse. The 

Kaat’s corpse is not carried with bed or another material but with 

hands by the members of Kaybenie, Lemedie, Monekie, Shanka, 

and Zuza and at last by Enagemalie turn by turn. At kaat’s corpse, 

soil is not directly placed rather it is covered with a family of 
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sorghum crop called soko Gugie. Then after, it is covered with 

soil. After burial, weeping or crying is banned.  Elders announce: 

“The deceased are us; the successors are us.” 

If newly born baby dies, people kick their chest with their 

fists but the mourning is not a severe one. Its corpse is buried soon 

without delay. The neighbors attend the funeral ceremony; they 

cry at night and for a short period of time. The corpse is disposed 

with clothe shroud. The shroud clothe for disposing does not come 

from relatives. The corpse is buried at the back of the parents’ 

house. The mother is not allowed to see the whereabouts of her 

infant’s burial tomb. However, she is allowed to see the tomb after  

grass has grown over it. If the mother mourns for a long period of 

time, elder women and neighbors butter her head and warn her to 

avoid crying saying: “Please, do not cry; if you cry, you will not 

bear a child.” The woman then stops mourning.  

If a baby who has got milk teeth and has begun speaking 

dies, osheshe ‘premature death,’ the corpse is buried at a public 

burial place. When a child dies, the mother scratches her forehead 

with her nail and cries for a year. When mourners come to express 

their grief to her, the mother receives them crying. In Zayse 

nationality, there is no preparation of memorial feast. Men, like 

women, cry and show deep sorrow when their child dies. 

However, if a man’s mourning is a severe, people denounce him 

and he is advised to be a hard-hearted one. 
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When a person who reached the age of adulthood dies, the 

funeral ceremony is accompanied by kicking drums. The 

mourning becomes a severe one. Neighbors and relatives mourn 

deeply. This type of funeral ceremony is called Tula. 

When a prominent person who is next to the kaat in power 

dies, his corpse is not left alone. He is watched by “Gumen” 

society. However, when the deceased is an ordinary but adult 

man, the corpse could be left without a watcher and his relatives 

cry outside a home. To avoid bad smell, the corpse is smoked with 

seeds of cotton. These days, perfume is also used.   When a corpse 

is inside a house, children are not allowed to enter into the house. 

If the deceased is a smoker, clay piece is placed around his mouth 

to avoid bad smell. When the corpse gets bad smell of an 

offensive type, it is disposed. A binding sheet, such as fresh skin 

is used. Usually, rich people’s corpse is bound with fresh cattle 

hide but the poor people’s corpse with clothe shroud. The skin 

used to cover the corpse is put on the blanket and wolela. The 

oxen skin is placed in the hole of the tomb together with the oxen 

horns. The horns are used as a pillow to the corpse. 

Often a corpse is washed before it rapped with clothes, 

which is often brought by son-in-law and relatives. The corpse 

may not be buried for three to four days until relatives from 

distant villages may come for burial ceremony. 
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In the Zayse community, there is no burial ground categorized for 

public and private. However, when a married woman dies, her 

body is buried in her husband’s clan cemetery. If the woman was 

a divorced and was remarried to another man, her body is buried 

at her first husband’s clan cemetery (Abayneh, 2007).  

During burial ceremony, people do shout and weep. 

Though the implication is sorrow, dancing also takes place. The 

chief mourner is the son-in-law if the deceased has a married 

daughter. He comes with “walala” and “buluko”. In the funeral 

ceremony, the mourners fall onto ground. When this happens, 

women clamp and make the mourning colorful. Men carry sword, 

spear and shield. The Manas play drum.  This hirtse funeral 

ceremony is performed when adult men or women die.  

If a man dies because of war, shield, spear and sword are 

gathered and the peoples’ eyes get glistening with tears and cry 

deeply.  

When men or husbands die, the mourning becomes a 

severe one; the mourner recites the deceased’s deeds. The decors 

of the deceased are exhibited; horses are taken to the funeral 

ceremony to make it colorful. His relative cry bitterly while his 

wife makes a hole on the skin of a wild beast killed by her man.  

She wears the skin, blackens her face, and stretches her clothe on 

the ground. Males smear their faces with soil, blacken their hands, 

and paint their foreheads with ash.  
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If a chief mourners felt very sad, they pierce their face 

with sharpen material. The wife, if the dead is a man, kicks her 

head with stone or Awara ‘a sharp metal material.’ As the corpse 

is taken to the burial place, women say “elil” whenever they cross 

a plateau. 

If the man who died had killed wild beast such as elephant 

or lion in life time, mourners praise and make war-cry. Women on 

the other hand cry together “sholege” .The name of the deceased’s 

clan is mentioned in the funeral ceremony. They blow flute as a 

cultural ritual. 

A severe mourning occurs if youth dies. Mourners take 

their horse to the funeral ceremony fastening their mouth with 

muzzle.  The horse mouth fastening signifies that even horses are 

mourning to the deceased by avoid eating grass. The owner of the 

horse serves his horse food only after the burial.  Woo woo “let me 

die” is the phrase used while mourning. Other phrases and 

sentence are also used in funeral ceremony: for a deceased male 

woaye, for children woshesha Haya woshasha, for women Ade 

alala hoale and womishive, and for male youth Tora 

yesawomeshe.  
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In burying male deceased corpse, a sword is buried 

together. Over the corpse and sword a flat stone is placed by the 

son-in-law of the deceased and people put soil over it. Besides, 

Gaa ‘a food,’ a shel’e ‘oxen’s liver’, duodenum and gastric piece 

are buried. A little pot with borde ‘home made beer’ is also buried 

with the deceased. The decors of the deceased’s, unless the 

deceased promised while he was alive to be given to his children, 

are buried together with the corpse.  

If the deceased was rich man, a thick borde is served to old 

men and the container with which borde was brought is placed on 

the tomb. If the deceased is a woman, the people put three pieces 

of a conical clay stones, which are used to place a stove for 

cooking, to mark the deceased’s feminine work in her life time. 

If a well-off man who shoulders social responsibility dies, 

people dance and call the deceased’s name. Women dance saying: 

yee yee and hasamo. When corpse is taken to burial place weeping 

is customary but it is forbidden after burial. If a man who failed to 

attend the burial ceremony sees the chief mourners returning back 

to their home after the burial, the former hides; he goes and cries 

in front of the chief mourners by the next day. This is done 

because if the man meets the chief mourners at that condition, 

there is a belief that another member of the deceased will die.  

The son-in-law builds his father-in-law’s tomb with stone 

monuments. He is also expected to plant seedling on the tomb. He 
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furnishes borde for the mourners. He disposes his father-in-law’s 

corpse. He brings ox for slaughter for burial ceremony. He 

supplies winding sheet. He, together with his men, digs his father-

in-law’s burial hole. People do not wash their feet and faces until 

the completion of the burial.  

A woman all of her children and her husband are dead 

mourns severely tying skin on her neck. Spouses whose child died 

never practice sexual activity for a year as a sign of mourning.  

The funeral ceremony could be colorful when the time of 

death is in a high harvest time. If the funeral ceremony takes place 

when harvest is less, all cultural funeral ceremonies and rituals 

may not be performed. The mourning rituals are a simplified in 

this case.  

 

All the mourners, after they pass a night from burial day, gather 

on the deceased’s home compound. The sons-in-laws, aunt and 

uncle come with borde; neighbors also supply foods and drinks. 

Borde is served by the mourners. All mourners enter into the 

house. The mourners in group also enter into the deceased 

neighbors homes. The neighbors prepare kurkufa ‘bread’ and a 

local beer for the mourners. An ox is slaughtered, large partof its 

flesh is given to son-in-law.  

A person who failed to attend funeral ceremony comes to 

the place of deceased to mourn on the next day and he expresses 
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the cause for his absence.  He gives money for the neighbors as a 

penalty fee. If the chief mourner is pregnant, she is advised not to 

cry much.  

For the mourners, sheep is bought and slaughtered. If 

buying sheep is not affordable, beef is bought and served. This is 

done 7 days after the burial ceremony. This cultural ritual is 

performed to avoid evils and not to see the deceased in dream. 

There is a belief that one who sees the deceased in dream dies 

soon.  

According to Ginbare, in order to express their grief 

mourners boil geluda ‘wood’. Clothe is sucked into the boiled 

fluid until it turns to light brown color, Beha. Mourners then wear 

the dyed clothe. The person who wears it is identified by the 

public as the one who lost his beloved one .Wearing black clothes 

as a sign of expressing sorrow was not common in the society but 

it has become common since Menilik’s force entered into the area 

Keela ‘a memorial monument’ is built on the burial ground 

of heroes. The time for the construction of the monument depends 

on the economic power of the deceased’s family. If the latter is the 

rich, the keela is constructed within a month.  If not, it may be 

completed after a year.  After its construction, mourning stops for 

once and for last.  

The construction of monument is regarded as a memorial 

day. The size of the Keela is a bit above two meter. If the dead 
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person is a poor one, its size is not above the navel and seedling is 

planted on it. After the construction of monument, the chief 

mourners butter their heads, drink borde and farewell. The 

neighbors leave the deceased’s relatives alone. At 4:00 am at 

night, the mourners cry deeply and they unanimously say “From 

now on, no mourning.” They untie a white thread which was tied 

on their neck. This could be taken as the last ritual and the mark of 

the end of mourning.  

Drawings on tombs were not known.  The tombs were not fenced. 

No one used to enter into a burial ground and cut trees. The burial 

ground was feared and considered sacred by the society. 

The coward’s behavior has been unwelcomed and their 

death is welcomed and burial ceremony is at its minimal standard. 

The Zayse warriors have been expected to fight with courage & if 

they have been harmed in war front, they have been praised. If a 

warrior dies, people pay respect for him. If he dies at  front, his 

body is not left at the fighting ground but taken to his natal land & 

buried in honor. If the fighter was stabbed at the back, however, is 

considered shame and no one gives him respect and his body is 

not taken to Zayse but left on the fighting ground unburied. Only 

the ashamed relatives in the fighting squad could put grass over 

the corpse.  

Misile is one of a cultural ritual of Zayse nationality. It is 

an artificial funeral ritual which is performed to relatives whose 
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whereabouts is not known for long period of time. This is done 

with assumption that their relatives may not be alive. The relatives 

decide where the artificial funeral ceremony should take place and 

send messages to their relatives that mourning ceremony will be 

held for the lost relative. The people dig a hole and then bury a 

Zizole plant.  They weep as if the person just have died and 

buried. After this ceremony, they forget the lost just because they 

have buried him. 

When one dreams at night about the recently died man 

they call it moytelie. She/he thinks that bad spirit of the dead man 

is coming to him/her to kill him/her so she/he gets frustrated. 

Therefore, to avoid a dreaming of a dead person, they refrain from 

watching deceased’s eyes. Usually cordial friends avoid attending 

the funeral ceremony for fear they may dream about dead person.  

What is more, to avoid the bad spirit of moytelie ‘the dead’, a 

black horny lamb is slaughtered. The chyme of the lamb is roasted 

with Jaricho ‘barley’.  Then it is ground and the flour is spread 

over the people. Borde is brewed. The people tell to Moytelie or 

the dead person: “Do not come to us, now your clan is different 

from us.”  This is done because they believe that cattle and men 

will die  
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when moytelie comes at night in dream to the minds of the people 

unless this cultural ritual is performed by the mourners.  

If moytelie is seen in dreams of neighbors, the neighbors 

report to the deceased person’s relatives to return him back to his 

tomb by performing cultural ritual. A clan head slaughters an 

animal and says: “Moytelie return back to your place.” The meat 

of the animal is roasted and served to people. They drink borde 

and they shout: “Turn back; your association is another one.” 

Good men are praised for their good deeds and bad men 

are cursed for their misdeeds in their life time.  Zayse people do 

not believe that good men would go to heaven while bad men to 

hell after death. According to Ato Ginbare, the belief of life after 

death was preached to Zase people first by Orthodox Churches 

and later by Protestant Churches. A large number of Zayse people, 

however, do not believe in life after de 
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CHAPTER 6  

ECONOMIC LIFE OF THE SOCIETY 

 

6.1. Farming  

 

Farming is one of the major means of livelihood of Zayse 

nationality. Farming is men’s duty. In the early times, main farm 

land was hill areas and farming was performed with hands and 

hoes. Now a day, farming is performed with oxen and plow 

mainly plain land.  

They cultivate crops. The people go to their plot carrying 

axe, hoe and their daily rations. With their axe, they clear the bush 

on the field. Women visit the field carrying ready food and drink. 

A husband asks his wife to prepare foods and drinks for 

the people who would participate in communal labor (Qaaga). 

When a man in question requests men to give him favor for 

(qaaga), he puts fresh grass on the men’s house as a sign of 

request to participate in a communal labor for him.  When the men 

see the grass, they go and perform the work for the man.  

Qaaga is performed by a rule of priority.  The man who 

requests first may get the cooperative labor first. The man, who 

begs people for a favor to work for him, first informs Haylle 

Maaga. Qaaga participants are served foods and drinks. The one 

whose plot was farmed in Qaaga has to farm the others farm in 

turn.  
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A communal labor is a must. An absentee is ostracized, 

but one’s performance at the work is not a serious issue. Songs 

and merriment are customary at qaaga. They sing Hayste hodogo 

and Hayesie hoyes ana. The man who completes his work first 

successfully has the right to show off and insult the co-workers by 

wordplay over the lazy men. Works performed through qaaga by 

men include; weeding, clearing field, mowing, winnowing, 

granary work, harvesting and storing, carrying bundles of grass 

from a distance and plowing (Abayneh, 2007). 

In qaaga, the men come with their respective working 

tools. Weeding is performed by bare hand. Girls and boys also 

participate. Elders coordinate and supervise the work. While girls 

participate in weeding and harvesting maize, boys clear bush. 

When men get old, they send their children for a communal labor.  

 

Qaaga still works in the community. At Elgo, qaaga is performed 

but the neighboring people seasonal workers may sell their labor 

during maize and banana cultivation, weeding and harvesting.  

Kaat’s land was cultivated using  communal labor (haylle). This 

was done after agitation was made by maagas as Ayela 

‘announcement’. If Ayela was made, priority was given to 

maaga’s call hence other plan of communal labor for the day was 

cancelled or postponed. For the kaat, weeding and plowing were 

performed. Seeds usually were not taken from kaat’s house. 
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People went to the Kaat’s communal labor with maize and other 

seed. Portion of seeds that remained from sowing was roasted and 

served to the people. After the communal labor was performed, 

the Kaat blessed the people. In the hayelle communal labor of 

Kaat, foods and drinks were not served. Therefore, the people 

went with their own ration. 

Men beg favors for communal labor and people also 

sometimes come with their respective foods and drinks or the man 

who requests help may furnish foods and drinks for a communal 

labor to weed. Especially well-off farmers with excess land have 

used communal labor as a must for their production and harvest. 

Women also do have communal labor for carrying and collecting 

wood, pounding of crops, carrying grass, spinning and the like. 

When maize plants are ready to ripe, five to six heads are 

tied together. Sheaves of corn are customary. This is done just to 

reduce the damage by wild beasts, such as wild pigs and 

porcupine. Maize is harvested and stored at granary (lae). Heaps 

of maize is stored together. The owners, when needs, pick some 

and pound them. Crop plants ground is cleaned and beans are 

sown and collected separately. Cotton is stored in pots. Sorghum 

and maize are sown together. Before harvesting maize, they mow 

sorghum and pick it. The sorghum was heaped and after plastering 

the ground with cow dung, the people winnowed and harvested. 

When maize is ready to harvest, it is cut to the ground. Then the 
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maize is winnowed and is stored on granary. It is used for 

manifold purposes, such as for food or market.  

It is believed that plowing with oxen was begun during the 

reign of Kaat Arma but no one exactly tells whether it was during 

the time of Menilik II [r.1889-1913] or Haile Selassie I (r.1930-

74) or before. According to Ato Ginbare, the Zayse people learnt 

oxen plowing from Zergula (Gamo). Before this practice, bulls 

were fattened and their use was only for flesh and skin.  

Beam of plough and yoke holes were made by men of 

Zergula; in return they were furnished with food and drinks and 

received money from Zayse people. Plowing metal tools were 

made by men of Dambille Kebele. Weeding is performed with 

hotse ‘a wooden material’ and with sword. Woods were cut down 

with axe like material called Genzie. Small axes were used to 

clear bushes. Grasses for cattle and barley and teff were mowed 

with sickle. To avoid weeds and other bush materials, farmers set 

fire on the field. 

The following agricultural implements are made and used 

in the field in agricultural activities; Tsose, Gendie, Koto, Katse, 

bache, Aelgo, Meshay. Oxen plowing metal made equipments 

were shaped by wogache and the people supplied those metal 

tools. 
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Zayse has two climatic zones: shanka (kola) and 

woynadega (high lands). The people cultivate different crops 

depending on the area they live and the climate they have.  

 Table 6.2 Crops cultivated Zayse area  

Climate Kebele Kinds of crop they grow 

1. Kola Elgo Maize, teff, Abokado, Mango, 

papaya, Orange, banana, Cotton boye, 

Zeytuna, metatie and sorghum 

2.  Kola Wozaqa Maize chick peas, sorghum, cotton, 

banana, potato, and bolekie, teff 

3. Dega Zayse 

Dambille 

Maize, coffee, potato (much) 

sorghum, teff, metatie, Goderie and 

ensete (false banana) 

 (Gammgofa zone culture and Information department study team, 

2004). 

 

The harvesting season is called unetse. In the past, Wozaqa 

harvested crop once a year but now they cultivate twice or three 

times per year with irrigation. They store their harvests in the 

granaries. Granaries are built depending to the economic potential 

of the farmers. If the farmer has a large tract of land for 

cultivation, he builds a big rectangular size granary. It has about 

80 cm height. It has a window which allows airation. Farmers who 

have had small tracts of land, however, build circular granaries. 
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Zayse people have a big wooden bowl Lemate or plate (sinkie) 

which is made of big trees (worka, cardiac trees). It is buttered in 

order to soften and strengthen it. They use it for serving foods. 

These days, people use Gamo (Zargula) container made of a grass 

as a plate. The Manas make Zenbil ‘a basket-like material’. At lea 

granary, crops are usually taken first by the head of the family and 

then by unmarried girls or boys who are less than 15 years old. 

This kind of granary has a hole under it. It is like a small hut. This 

granary is considered as a store of reserve crop for bad days. 

People keep and nurse it seriously.  

 

The Zayse people cultivate tambo (tobacco) plant because 

they believe that it cures. They collect tobacco leaves and boil it 

with a pot. After it gets cooked, they bake it as bread. When it gets 

dry, they sell at a market but keeping some for their home 

consumption. The baked tobacco bread is placed at the top closer 

to a roof.A smoking pot like kittle called Gaya, has a hole at its 

side. The smoker inserts a long bamboo stick through which he 

sucks the smoke of the tobacco. The kittle often has water added 

in it. As the smoker sucks the smoke the water gives a sound of 

‘bububu...’ This is taken as a high status- symbol by men. Tambo 

is largely planted by Monoqa and to a large extent by people of 

Zergula. The tambo plant has come to Zayse from Malie, Zargula, 
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Konso and the Geleb. People sometimes add tambo to the local 

beer to make the alcohol stronger 

Smokers may smoke one to four times a day depending on 

their habit and wealth. Friends do smoke together. An elder 

invites to the younger to take the stimulant. The younger accepts 

the invitation paying respect to the elder. The elder then blesses 

the younger one. Women also take the stimulant while they are 

spinning cotton. 

The other stimulant is suret ‘a stimulant which is taken 

through nose’. This habit is adopted from Guji Oromo. Besides, 

stimulation and refreshent, suret is believed to cure  cold and 

headache. Unlike the tamba which is taken by a pipe of bamboo, 

Suret is taken with fingers. One picks the suret grain with his 

figure and smelt it with his nose.  

      6.1.1 The Anti-crops and Men’s Response 

 

Crops suffer much by wild beasts and birds. Apes are the 

worst one. Matured apes harm crops though herds are shouting  

 

 To perish this dangerous animal, the people make traps called 

harphpha. In the harphpha, they put maize, pair of woods and 

stones. When the ape tries to pick the maize, the beams and stones 

on the harphpha fall on the ape and usually kill the animal. The 

very disappointed men also prepare a special trap called Kombe 

with which they trap the troublesome apes alive. When the ape is 
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caught with the Kombe, it jumps repeatedly. It covers its face with 

its fingers in frustration and follows the actions of the attacker. It 

looks begging the men stretching its fore limbs but the people 

send their spear into the ape and kill it. 

 Qortse ‘slingshot’ is another method of harassing wild 

animals and birds. It is an apparatus with a cord and pieces of 

woven rope at the middle, which are held at the two ends of it. 

The people swing round and throw stones with force to kick or 

chase away apes and birds from the crops with the help of Qortse. 

On top of these, they post scarecrow to keep away birds and wild 

beasts from crops. 

To protect crops from wild beasts’, they destroy their 

homes such as the hole they live in. Porcupine which feeds on 

crops at night may be killed stabbed with spears while it feeds 

itself. Sometimes where the animal is living is detected with its 

foot prints and when found the hole it lives in is set on fire. First, 

the people put straw with hot pepper over the hole and they set 

fire.  When the animal tries to come out of the suffocated hole, the 

people stab and kill it. Sometimes, food is placed near the 

porcupine’s hole and when the animal comes out of the hole to eat 

the food, the animal is killed.  

The Zayse people also do watch their crops from damage 

with the help of dogs. Usually hunting a dog shouts when wild 

beasts approach to the crop. When the dog’s shout becomes 
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intense, the people soon reach to the area and help the dogs to 

attack the wild animals including the apes. When dogs try to 

attack apes, the latter also smash the dogs. Thus, people watch 

their crops and give supports to the dogs.  

Domestic animals also harm crops, such as cotton and 

banana.  Cotton is grown chiefly in Wozaqa, Elgo and Duga areas. 

Cotton plant is tasty food for animals. Damage by domestic 

animals is one of the causes for decline of cotton production.  

Boys and girls play a role in economic activity. Spinning 

of cotton is the major economic activity of women. The women 

are mentors to their daughters in cotton processing. During cotton 

work, she lets her daughter take out the cotton seeds by pressing 

them with an iron rod against a small flat stone (fuutta malo). She 

then beats the cotton with gut string of a bow (degan).Using a 

traditional two-piece spindle (a stem made of bamboo topped with 

a round gourd piece (Ziba), they spin the fluffy cotton into 

cylindrical balls of thread and supply the raw material for Zal’e 

who weaves different clothe.  

When a girl becomes a fine spinner, she joins the party of 

fine spinners (qaaga). The girl first makes dress or other kinds of 

garment for herself. This has a significant role in preparing the 

girl to shoulder responsibility before and after a marriage.  

By the same token, when boys fit plowing, their fathers 

give them plot of land. This is the beginning of making private 
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property for the boy (Dhe’o).  The boys give the first harvest of 

their honey (pela), if they have beehives, to their father.  They 

also give the honey comb to a clan leader.  

When boys manage hanging beehives on trees and 

plowing plots, the father retires. For any communal labor, the 

father sends his son so that the son may work substituting the 

father. Men devoid of children suffer due to lifelong works. 

People also regard such people as cursed creatures. 

 

      6.1.2. Irrigation Practice 

There is an oral history on how irrigation was begun in Zayse. 

According to the legend, there was a continuous drought that 

lasted for 9 years. The then Kaat, Kaama dug canals that furrow 

water from river to farm fields.  He said to the public: ‘Let us 

marry water’ and introduce it to Elgo and Wozaqa. Irrigation 

canals were dug in January or February and work plan was 

designed by a chair person together with committee members.   

Watering through irrigation canal was managed by a chief 

called Watse Daana. He instructed the people to dig canal and 

planned how to use the water. He inspected the field and allowed 

watering fields with priority demands. Persons who do not 

participate in irrigation canal digging could not use canal water to 

their field unless they paid fines. Irrigation canal was usually dug 

on hills, especially in Wozaqa and Elgo. Canals were dug through 
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communal labor. If the canals are filled by decays and mud, the 

people remove the decay in groups or they dig another canal. 

They also dam the canal with stones and woods. If someone fails 

to participate in digging another canal, he cannot use the canal 

water. As population has increased currently, one can water his 

field only for a short period of time.  Now a day, water shortage is 

becoming a threat to Zayse people.  

In Elgo Kebele, maize, sorghum, cotton, teff and banana 

are cultivated with the help of irrigation. Banana was brought to 

Elgo during Italo-Ethiopian war (1936-41). When people planted 

seedlings, they put soil into the hole turning their back against the 

hole. This was done because people used to believe ‘Planting 

seeds may kill the person who plants’. People also used to tease 

the planters saying: To whom do you plant; for you or for your 

grand son?’ thinking that the plant’s reaping period will be 

donkey’s years.  Yet, depending on the type of soil the plant was 

planted in, the first fruit of cotton has been harvested within two 

years. In the community, irrigation canals are damaged by people 

who use them and by wild animals, such as wild pigs. In 2008 the 

disagreement in water use among irrigation made irrigation canal 

use from Elgo River impossible. 
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6.2. Animal Husbandry 

 

Animal husbandry is practiced widely in Zayse. There is a 

myth about the beginning of animal husbandry in the area. 

According to Bogale, the narrator of the myth, a man bore a child 

and needed something to feed the crying baby. As a solution, he 

watched animals which raise their offspring by milking. He 

approached a buffalo but it butted him. He approached another 

wild beast defers; again it butted him. Finally, he approached a 

cow. It welcomed him licking the man’s head.  So he milked and 

fed the crying- baby. The man followed the cow and tied her neck 

with a rope and fed her mowing grass. The cow domesticated and 

bore many calves.  

The people kept their cattle at night in a specific place 

called fhora. One fhora was named after a man of the area. As 

fhora was set, a pillar has been posted and it was smeared with a 

heifer’s dung. If cattle have multiplied and no animal disease 

killed the animals in a given fhora, the man who was named the 

fhora is regarded as a lucky. The man’s family continues as the 

head of the fhora.  

Cattles spend nights in their shelter at a significant 

distance from the residence of people. They are looked after by 

boys. Women went to the area once a week to milk the  
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cows. If women were to go to milk cows, they had to avoid sexual 

intercourse with men. If they did so, it was believed, the cows’ 

calves would die and the cows’ horns would fall. Women did not 

milk cows during their menstruation period because it was 

believed the cattle would lose their hair if such women milked 

them. 

When a cow approached to deliver, the owner of the cow 

instructs his son to take care of the cow. When the cow gets birth, 

the cloves of the calf are cut off. Its hump and dewlap are pulled 

by men’s teeth and hands to make them larger. The calf’s 

umbilical cord is covered with dung to protect the calf’s umbilical 

cord from being pulled by the mother.  

If bulls disturb a pregnant cow looking for sex, the owner 

of the cow pours tobacco and water over the cow’s back. The 

bulls stop disturbing her since she smells bad due to the tobacco. 

When colorful spotted calves are born, bell (Daala) is tied on its 

neck as a status-symbol to the owner. In the community, spotted, 

horny and active calves are the peoples’ favorite. When spotted, 

active and very attractive calf was born, the owner used to report 

to the Kaat. The owner also slaughtered a goat and painted the 

calf’s forehead with the goat’s blood. The owner tied a Daala on 

the neck of the calf as a décor,refreshment and prestige. 
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In the society, when a person owns 100 heads of cattle, he 

is permitted to tie a Daala on the neck of an animal. At the 

occasion, neighbors are invited and served food and drinks. If the 

person owns more than 100 heads, he ties a (daala) on two 

animals. The bell has two roles. First, it shows a status –symbol, a 

person is rich; second, it informs the where about of the herds in 

the field.  

In relation to cattle breeding, there is a ritual called lika, a 

process in which the first-born cow’s milk is collected and poured 

into a hole. If the hole gets full, the man is regarded as a well-off 

and his social position is high in the social ladder. The first-born 

cow is milked with wet gourd for Weeks. This milk or Gormale is 

first tested by a senior person then by others. If this ritual is not 

performed, there is a belief that the milk tester will die. 

 

If a calf of a cow died and the cow refuses to be milked, people 

skin the dead calf. By filling in grasses and sewing the skin, they 

make an artificial calf. They put salt on the skin. As the cow licks 

the salt over the artificial calf, the owner can milk the cow. If the 

cow still refuses to be milked, its hind limbs are tied together and 

a hole is made on its nose to tame the cow.  

In the past, if a cow is innocent and supplied a high 

quantity of milk, care has been done by the owner to keep secret 
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about the animal in order to avoid confiscation of the cow by the 

kaat. But a security man of kaat and other low office holders such 

as Sorofa often knew about the cow; they used to report the case 

to the Kaat, who used to take the cow for his own. To hide the 

issue from spies, the society used different technique. First, to 

reduce sound made during milking, the people placed leaves of 

ensete plant on the milk container.  They also kick a wall as if the 

milk man is kicking the cow that refused offering milk. This 

helped them to make the kaat’s security men think the cow is 

troublesome. Since kaat needs only descent milk cows, the owner 

could use his resource for himself. 

When male calf was born, it was slaughtered when it gets 

matured. Plowing with oxen was not started until recently. 

Cattle’s were fed ground salt called bole. The salt was also served 

to sheep and goats. The public believe that ground salt gives good 

health and helps to the animals to gain weight. The salt has two 

colors: black and white.  

At fhora cows are milked and in the next day yoghurt is 

made. Soon after cock crows at night, boys skim the milk in the 

gourd to harvest butter. When they skim the milk, they call the 

name of the cows and dance heyay Kemosha lames afelomsa ‘Let 

butter come and let me have rest’. 
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Women who came to take butter took rest at a special 

place Kulie.  They passed the night and took the butter in group to 

Zayse –Dambille. In the early times, cattle were not bought and 

sold in the market. Additional cattle were gained through war 

booty though the cattle often became the Kaat’s property. 

When one loses its cattle he asks the shepherd when and 

where he saw the animal last. After the information from 

shepherds, he searches for the animals with the help of their foot 

prints. If the lost animals are not found, the owner stood at a hill 

and beseeched saying Kayemi Kayemi ‘announcement, 

announcement; this type and color cow of mine is lost; anyone 

who saw the cow let please tell and transfer to me.’ A person who 

held or saw the cattle replies with a loud voice: taso tesie ‘It is 

here in my house, come and take it’.    

The owner thanks the man and takes his property. But 

when the owner lost the where about of his cattle for long, he 

reports to the elders at Debusha about what he has lost explaining 

the shape and color of the animal. A person who held or kept 

others’ animals also reports to the elders. In this way, the owner 

could discover his lost property soon.  

Though, the number and quality of cattle has reduced 

because of animal diseases and lack of grazing land, there are 

many horny and high humped cattle in Zayse. The land around 

Lake Chamo is suitable for animal breeding. Oxen are well-fed 
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often with boiled maize. Men who kick cattle are cursed by the 

people. Cows serve human with milk, flesh and skin; oxen are 

used to plow plots, hence deserve care. Animals are also signs for 

status -symbol because the possessor of many heads of cattle is 

dubbed rich if not poor. 

Flocks of goat and sheep are first bought by selling cotton. 

There is one legend    in relation to the beginning of goat 

breeding. According to the legend hare and goats lived in the 

bush. One day in, a man who was following the hare to catch fails 

to catch the hare rather catches a goat. He fed the goat and it 

became a tamed animal and breeding was begun. Zayse ewes have 

short and fatty- tail. Goat breeding was high in the past but now it 

is declining.  

 

6.3. Apiculture 

  Zayse people are known for bee-keeping.  They harvest 

honey for consumption and for sale. The Wozaqa people, 

especially, are known in apiculture. They build beehive from 

different materials. The lowlanders tie beehive on big trees. The 

owner visits the beehive continually if bees get into the bee hive 

or not. If the bees entered into a hive, he visits his farm 

continually and checks whether honey is produced or not. If honey 

is ready, he brings the beehive down to the ground and harvests 

the honey. The edge honey comb is cut and given to an elder 
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brother. When bees do not enter into the beehive, the owner 

smokes the beehive with a wood that have a good smell; and then 

he hangs and ties it on the tree.  

They also use Alashe ‘a beehive made of bamboo’ by Gidole 

(Dhirashe) people. The other beehive is sherka gourd ‘guava 

sliced in half and closed’. If a beehive fails to attract bees, the 

owner searches army of bees on the ground. When he gets, he 

seizes the drone with a thread and puts it in the beehive. The bees 

adapt the hive and the beehive becomes full of bees. 

When honey is harvested, the harvester smokes on the 

beehive to save themselves from a sting of army bees. In the 

forest, women serve themselves with honey comb and take the 

honey to their home. Honey can be harvested four times a year. 

The harvest times are October, December, February and May. The 

honey harvested in the October a (bule) has a white color. It is 

very sweet and used as a medicine to treat stomachache and other 

pain.    

The concept of richness and poorness is understood from 

perspective of land and animals possession.  Men who have high 

number of heads of cattle, large tract of field, army of bees, flock 

of goat and sheep are rich and those who are devoid of these are 

poor. In addition, banana brings a huge amount of money for the 

people.  
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6.4. Trade 

 

In trading, the Zal’e weavers are in the fore front. The 

Zal’e and Mana do participate in hunting and in war in Zayse 

land. They are very active in trading. The Zal’e people bring 

ostrich eggs and feathers from neighboring ethnic groups, such as 

from Konso and Borena and sell them at Zayse market. The well-

off people buy these as a status-symbol.  Ostrich eggs have been 

posted at the top of Kaat’s house. One can say that the Zal’e 

people had not had borders.  They used to get information from 

every corner and reported it to the Kaat.  People often called them 

“Security men of Kaat.” 

The highlanders come to Elgo with ensete plant and 

cabbage leaves. The former in return take maize milk,and maize 

flour to their place. Maize is not cultivated in the highland part 

because of heavy rain. People in Wozaqa and Elgo kebeles 

practice fishery for consumption and sale. These days, fishery is 

the major economic activities. Besides, Elgo and Wozaqa people 

produce cotton and sell it to the highlanders. Zayse’s cotton has 

demand in Zergula, Kezamie, Geresie, Balta, Gatse, Garbensa, 

Dhenkelie, Korre, Wolayta and Sidama.  The Zayse people supply 

blanket, cotton, honey, milk, butter, cabbage, teff, wheat, oxen 

and cows in the market for purchasers. Currently Zayse people 

also supply other items, such as fish, banana, maize and mango.  
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Borde, mead and araki ‘cat spine’ are bought and sold in Zayse 

market. Meat was not sold in kilo grams in the past but now it is 

done so. Markets are often held at dusk.  

Items made of cotton and clay soil are supplied in the 

market. The people of Zayse traded among themselves and with 

neighboring ethnic groups. The table below shows items 

exchanged between Zayse and their neighbors. 

Supplier areas Items they supply Zayse 

Supplies 

1) Kamba, Bonkie, 

Balta    

Garbansa:Mele 

Cabbage, ensete, 

potato barley, bean, 

oat, sheep and goat 

Cotton and 

Maize 

2) Busa Bean, cabbage, teff, 

maize, goat, cattle 

Blanket 

3) Ganta and 

Arbaminch 

Ready money Cotton and 

blanket 

4) Korre, Burji,   

   Gumayde, 

Konso,Wolyta 

Ready money blanket 

Table 7.3   Items exchanged in Zayse market (Gamgofga zone 

culture and Information department culture study team, 2004) 

 

6.5 Hunting  

 

The Zayse people used to hunt wild beasts with net (tsate), trap 

and shooting tools. The net or the trap was made by sisal of ensete 

plant fiber. Its width may go up to thirty meters. Strongmen 

handled the net behind the Maalana (the gentle man of the 
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land)and some of them threw stones over the forest.  When wild 

beasts ran away, they were trapped by the net. The hunters used to 

kill them and eat their flesh.  Their skin was used to make a 

leather with which baby was harness and house was decorated. 

When people were ready to go for hunting, the Tora 

maaga used to announce that men who raped women didn’t  go 

for hunting and if they are on the way,they were instructed to 

return back home. It was believed such men, evil-doers, bring to 

the hunting group defeat and make success unthinkable. In effect 

men who violated the taboo have been instructed to go back 

home. The Maaga made a statement to the real innocent hunters; 

he blessed them, and they headed to hunting areas. He ordered the 

hunters to round Kareza Mountain and then after spraying barley 

flour on their head. This was done so that the hunters may 

successes in hunting and return home safe. The hunters went to 

the field with spears, swords and shield.  

The people used horses to travel to hunting. Sometimes 

they hunted animals such paro ‘Zebra’ galloping horse. They did 

not eat flesh of Zebra but took and put its mane in their house as a 

décor. The Killer as a status-symbol used to name one of his 

cows, progalo.  The milk of progalo cannot be served for anyone 

but to the killer of a zebra. Buffalo killer was dubbed Menogalo. 

A hunter who killed animal while he was on a horse back was 

highly respected. 
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The hunters went with their ration to hunting site at 

Helfeti, Nech Sar National Park of today. This was done because 

wild lives in Zayse were regarded as Kaat’s property. Because of 

this belief even pythons were not killed in the area. When the 

hunters succeed and decided to return home, they set a fire on a 

forest in order that Zayse people would see it and prepare 

themselves to receive the hunters in honor.  

The killers used to brag and make a war cry narrating 

about what killed at Helfetie. They also spoke as their lucky wive 

helped them to kill the animals so they honor their wives. The 

killers showed off over people who failed to participate and kill 

animals. They branded them with a word play: ‘My father made 

me killer while others live simply to eat and drink.’ These men 

could not respond to him rather listen to him in silence and shame. 

They pay respect to killers. When they made a war-cry, the killer 

recited the ancient Kaates (Kaat Kaama, Kaat yesa etc.). 

People also shot wild beasts with rifles. Rifle was not fired 

as soon as they saw the wild beast. They believed that wild beasts 

have had evil-spirit. To remove the bad spirit, the hunter used to 

make a clearing sound. When a frightened animal get confused 

and stood up to run away of observe what is going on, the hunter 

had adjusted his target and shot the beast.  
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6.3   Traditional cookery and Table Etiquette      

     6.3.1. Cookery 

People of Zayse drink Sena ‘home made local beer.’ If a 

maaga is among the people who are drinking, the people show 

their local beer to him. Only when the maaga gives them a signal 

to drink and blesses them saying: ‘Let your beer increase in 

amount’, they begin to drink. This cultural ritual is performed to 

avoid evil-spirit. Elders usually pass days drinking it. 

In the past, a kind of grain family called sooqo was served 

to the people as a food item. Phiitso is grounded and the people 

eat it. Another meal is dishko. It is served with tallahee (shiferaw) 

and cabbage. Ensete and Betso crop flour is also added and boiled. 

After it is well cooked, it is placed on a wide dish and salt, pepper, 

butter is added; when it is ready it is served. Tsuluqa, which is the 

favorite meal of men, is served with butter. Using maize flour, 

they prepare a food item (kurkufa). It is served with pepper and 

salt. Utuka is prepared from maize.  Pepper, salt and butter is 

added to it and served together with cabbage.  

Boora, bread like food is baked and is served with fresh 

milk. The Zayse people eat beef, mutton and flesh of defersa, 

dikula and buffalo. Currently, they also eat flesh of Kerkero and 

hippopotamus. Cattles are slaughtered at their neck by an elder 
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male person. When they slaughter, they call the names of their 

Kaate’s bazo ‘God’.  They also call their bezo ‘God - sun’. In the 

past, meat was not sold. People satisfied their interest for meat by 

hunting wild beasts. The people also slaughtered cows and oxen 

when the animals were on the verge of death. The meat of the 

animal slaughtered was shared among neighbors. The neighbors 

thanked the family whose cow was slaughtered and wish a 

substitute cow for them. Relatives may reward the man whose 

cow was killed with gift of heifer or shama (blanket).  

Meat was served roasted or raw. In the early times kerkero 

and midaqua were served only to Manas. The chiefs, Maagas and 

the people at large never ate hen and eggs. This was so because, it 

was believed that a hen is a bird. It has 5 claws like human fingers 

and wings. The people also believed that if they eat hen and egg, 

they may contract scratch. They justify that a hen is dirty. The 

amount of hen meat that could provide was also considered to be 

small compared with other animals.  

During holidays, the people serve food and drinks together 

with their neighbors. Special meals to the neighbors or guests are 

Esheko, Gaa, and ensete. Butter is added to it. The well-to-do 

families prepare borde with honey to their guests.  

Qodhe ‘porridge’ is prepared with maize, corn powder and 

milk. It is served to the people with butter. Sul’a is a meal 

prepared from tallahee, butter, salt and pepper.  
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The staple food of Zayse is guugo ‘sorghum’. Sorghum is 

ground together with corn and its flour is used to prepare food and 

local beer. Barley is roasted and its winnows are removed and 

then powdered. Finally, it is boiled with maize and served with 

butter.  

Gaomo is served to guests with cabbage and butter. 

Toofine (birango) leaves are boiled and are served to people as a 

desert after the main meal.  As a sauce tallahee, kepo, Bodezito 

madho leaves are used. They serve these leaves as a meal at hay 

day.  During dry season such leaves are scarce as the plants grow 

at a field and perish soon. The people boil it with water and they 

serve the leaves to the people. Such plants are wild and are not 

domesticated.  

From big trees, nuts of shola, wanza ‘cordianal Africana’ 

and oak are served to the people. Seeds of wanza is served to 

children while seeds of shoala to elders. Debona is a plant seed 

served to children even in the time of high harvest. Gemsa and 

namile fruits are served to everyone. Yephpho plant seed is used to 

prepare porridge.   

The main drink of the community is borde. Now its name 

is seldom called checka because it is finely brewed, unlike in the 

past. The people who came from Konso are said to have 

introduced the brewing system. Mead, the other main drink, is 

made with honey. Pelie is a kind of drink which can be served 
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within a day after  brewed. Women frequently brew it for men 

who are plowing at distant plots. 

Elders are served Sena when they meet at Martta. In early 

times, neighbors drank sena day and night taking turns in one 

another’s home. When a heifer gave birth, its milk was not served 

soon. It was milked and the milk was kept for a week. A ritual 

was performed to serve the milk. A female owner of the cow 

requests women of her neighbor to bake bread and the women 

come with their breads. Yoghurt of the cow is distributed for men 

and women. The elder brother of the man who owns the cow 

shows his konza which is full of milk. The others follow him and 

drink the milk with Hale (maathhale), traditional drinking cup. 

The people are served the bread and the milk. They bless the 

animal owner saying: ‘Let your cow give birth again’. After this 

cultural ritual, the owner of the cow is begun to consume the milk 

with his own family.  

Dolo (goderie), sugar beet, Boye root seeds are eaten by 

Zayse people. Tallahee is the major food item to the society. Its 

leaves are collected and boiled with salt. Its leaves are eaten often 

with milk or meat. The fluid with which the leave was cooked is 

served as a soup. The father gives tallahee tree as a gift to his 

marrying daughter.  

In the society, coffee is served noon and dusk. The coffee 

is often accompanied with bread. In the past, coffee was served 
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with milk and butter. Coffee is grown for local consumption in 

each farmer’s compound. Coffee assumed to reduce stress and 

prevent from stomachache.  

Guugo was served especially to the kaat.  It is believed 

that it has a medical value. This crop is now grown only at Gidole.  

It was eaten by the fairly wealthy people and by brides. The rich 

serve bread and milk but the poor eat only cabbage. Plants called 

Toofine, birango, cabbage, tallahee and pumpkin are eaten as 

main food. Now a day, guugo, gourd and pumpkin species 

becomes extinct. Buuba, a type of meal produced from ensete 

plant has been served with corn, maize, cabbage and butter. 

Ditsa (guugo) crop was eaten at kaat’s house. One of the 

most common alcoholic drinks is (sogath) which is made from 

corn and maize. Koluma a bitter leave which helps to make 

alcohol is added to it. Bere borde is a kind of soft drink. It has no 

much alcoholic content. It is served to farmers when they are 

plowing plots. Bena is also alcoholic drink that could be brewed 

instantly.  

Gurda is another food item made of wheat or barley and 

milk. It is similar to porridge. Goaa’a is a meal made from 

cabbage and butter. In the society, corn, maize and false banana 

are available elsewhere. Wotace is a food item made of maize 

flour. It is eaten with mana – a horn spoon. 
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In Zayse -Dambillie, babies, in addition to their mother’s 

breast milk, are fed soup and porridge made of barley soup and 

butter is (chachuma) is added to it. Porridge is given also fed to 

sick men so that they may recover soon. A stem food uze, a root 

food utha and a leave food waave are common foods.  

In Zayse, there is high harvest of fish, but the people 

regarded fish as a lizard and didn’t eat fish’s flesh. However in 

1980’s, when their cattle were perished in hundreds, the people 

began to eat fish meat. Their fishing method of trapping was 

stabbing the fish while in water with a sharp wood. Now a day, 

fishing is performed using a net. The people do eat beef, mutton 

meat without frying or cooking and frying them  

The favorite meat part for men, clan leaders and rich men 

are hump and cutlet meat. Women are not allowed to eat meat 

around udder. Men do not eat testicles. The people serve a boiled 

meat. In the past, mutton was favorite meat for many. 

Only a woman who is married and gave birth can prepare 

coffee.  When she prepares coffee, she is assisted by her 

daughters. Boys do not make coffee. After a coffee ceremony 

blessing ceremony takes place. People who drank coffee bless to 

those who made coffee saying: ‘Let your house be affluent’.  

Utensils in the society are made of oak, shola and wanza 

tree. The dishes are then buttered. These days, utensils made of a 
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grass and bamboos are used to serve food with. In the community 

men are usually served their food with a utensil called shel’e.       

      5.3.2. Table Etiquette 

The kaat is served his food in a special manner. When he 

is served food, the people say laa’e ‘he licks’; when he goes to a 

toilet they say: Kashako shato handetie; when he sleeps they say: 

‘he is hunting’; when he travels they say ‘He roars’. The people 

call his field hayle and his cattle gempie. 

The Kaat was served guugo, phiitso and sooqo crops, 

which are not much known outside the locality. Kaat’s wife never 

ate food with her husband unless in special occasions. The kaat 

sits on his seat and is served food and drinks with a special dish 

and drink container. Others cannot eat with a material the kaat 

uses to eat with. A drink used for the Kaat was Kalie. Women 

were not allowed to access the rivers during their menstrual and 

lactation periods to protect the water from being polluted. 

Wishing peace  

 

 

 

and good future, the kaat sprinkles the water over people. When 

the Kaat eats food, others turn their back against him. When 

discomfort occurs on his throat, the people kick their own chest 
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and say ‘Let it be to me’. When a kaat washes his hand, they kick 

their chest. 

In the table etiquette, the Manas cannot sit together and 

use a container of Maalana (prestigious clan) members. The 

former cannot eat food with the latter or vice versa. The Manas 

are given foods with their hands. Every meal is served with a clay 

dish called shel’e. A husband eats food alone but the woman with 

her children.  

The Kaat has brought up orphans and fed them food with 

his children. When the Kaat heads to other places, a pollution 

purification cultural ritual is performed. In’a accompanies him. 

The steward carries seats and cleans them with badhdhite 

‘indigenous plant in the locality’.  In the house of kaat, food and 

drinks were available all the times.  

The maagas eat like any other ordinary people but they never eat 

the flesh of defersa and dikula.  

When the kaat goes to another place, he passes his night at 

someone’s home. As an honor to the Kaat, goat is slaughtered for 

him. He is served alone and others including maagas can eat only 

after he says ‘Serve your food’.  Fruits are served to people only 

after the kaat tested it and has blessed the people. 

The In’a and his accompanies are served drinks.  The In’a after he 

is served food and drinks spits drink in order to avoid evil and 

disease, which are assumed to follow him. Foods and drinks are 
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served only after the eldest brother had tasted and spited them. 

This is practiced only when adults are eating. Children could be 

served foods and drinks wherever and whenever without tasting 

and spitting ritual.  The spitting ritual performed to commemorate 

their ancestors and to cast aside evil spirit. During water spiting, 

the intone prayer: My father’s Satan, let you drink and return 

back’is observed Utuka is served together with milk with konza 

‘cup’.  
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CHAPTER 8 

   INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE: TECHNOLOGY  
 

8.1 Traditional Environmental Protection 

 

In Zayse ethnic group, the people have their own forest, 

wild life and land conservation methods. Some of these methods 

are discussed below. 

 

8.1.1. Afforestation 

 

Forests have been sacred places and many cultural rituals 

have been performed in the forest. Trees around the cemetery are 

also sacred and no one cuts them down. The society pays high 

respect to the cemetery. Cemetery compounds have been regarded 

as “the towns of the deceased” hence no one tries to disturb 

around cemetery. No one cuts down trees on and around 

cemetery.  

It is said that Kaat Kama brought seedlings of trees from 

neighboring areas. Among trees whose seeds were brought from 

neighbors include: Dulo, and wanza which are brought from 

Ganta; Pule and Dhaze brought from Gidole (Dhirashe) and 

workele seeding brought from Geresie. The people planted them. 

The Kaat ordered the people not to cut trees. This code of ethics 

still exists.  People may set fire only on their farm land to clear 
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weeds and shrubs. Trees lie on to the ground only when they get 

older; no one cuts them down. This could be regarded as a factor 

for the existence of many streams in the area. Only a man who 

wanted to build a house can cut trees with the permission of the 

head of forests Bare Maaga. The pre-existing culture did not 

allow cutting trees, such as like juniper, wanza and shoal, in many 

villages, except Zayse –Dambille, trees were cut off and the 

villages became hot as a result of the deforestation.  

 

 8.1.2. Traditional wild Life protection 

In the community hunting took place only after the people 

have got permission from Kaat and Maaga. These chief office 

holders gave a green- light to the public to hunt when the public 

reported to the Kaat that day- to- day activities became impossible 

because of the multiplicity of wild lives.  Otherwise no one threw 

stone or spear to kill wild beasts. When one kills elephants, lions 

and tigers without permission, the killers were severely punished. 

Because hunting in Zayse was not allowed, hunters hunted only 

outside Zayse territory. 

The society protects wild lives for many reasons .They 

believe wild lives do not offend humans unless offended.  People 

also decline to kill lions and tigers even when they kill domestic 

animals and men. The justification behind it was that if wild 

beasts are attacked, an evil will happen to the member of the 
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society. Besides, people have thought that wild animals offended 

only when they were offended. 

There is also a belief in the society that when hyenas get 

depleted, animals do not multiply. So, the society does not kill 

hyenas. The people also welcome apes and justified that their 

existence increase high productivity of crops. They fear that if 

apes get extinct, good harvest will not be achieved; crops will be 

damaged by weevil.  Thus, killing apes was regarded as evil act 

and a taboo. For this preseason, the people welcomed apes’ cry 

and hyena’s howl. Though no one knows when it happened, there 

is a legend which says that human small pox pandemic perished 

the apes in Zayse land.  Disappointed by the incident, Ato Galcha 

Gaga brought herds of apes and left them in Zayse land.  They 

multiplied through time. He also brought hyenas from other land 

since the people believed that the existence of hyenas in the area 

multiplies cattle. 

 8.1.3. Land Conservation  

   The Zayse community use domestic animals dung and 

urine, ash and compose to fertilize their land. Besides when the 

soil gets infertile, they employ fallowing and intercropping as a 

method of conservation. They also avoid repeated farming on the 

same field. The people clear bushes and sow seeds only by 

digging the land with a sharp wooden tool which could conserve 
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soil. To protect erosion, Zayse people build terraces. If the field is 

hilly, people plant trees, such as tallahee and wanza.  

8.2. Handicraft  

 

Craftsmen such as Zal’e ‘weavers’, and Mana ‘tanners, 

potters and black smiths’ have been the marginalized 

communities. Their social position especially in the early  

times was at the bottom of the society. They could not sit on the 

seats of the Maalana. They did not eat food with the Maalana and 

could not use the Maalana objects to eat food and drink with. The 

maagas eat foods only with their own materials, however, the 

Maalana enjoy the products of the Zal’e and Mana.  

Zal’e’s basic livelihood is weaving. The materials for 

weaving are made from gayele tree and bamboo. They bring these 

materials from Bonke Woreda. They also produce cotton as a row 

material. This practice has a donkey’s year in the area.  

Only men participate in the weaving. They produce kolea 

‘child clothe’, falo or gabi, meo ‘buluko’, walala ‘a thick wrap up 

like clothe uses as shroud’ and others.( Abayeneh, 2007).  

According to Ato Abdu, Zal’es had been active business 

men.  When a man wanted to have him a cotton made clothe, he 

supplied semi-processed cotton to Zal’e while the latter supplied 

colored thread and then weaved clothe. The man supplies borde 

and food to the Zal’e. Finally, the person takes the cotton clothes 
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after paying money for the weaver for his service. Relatively 

speaking, Zal’es had been less marginalized section of 

craftsmanship. 

Tanners received skin from the public when animals die or 

slaughtered. They then produced skin products. They first air dry 

the skin in sun light and they smoothen it with a stone ‘gucha’. 

Their products are ola ‘a cover all for the well-off in the early 

times’ goytie ‘smoothen skin’ Aresa ‘skin beds’ ogero ‘crop 

sack’, skin chairs, head rest or pillow, horse harness, saddle, 

leather rope Kophpha ‘a traditional shoe made out of buffalo 

skin’, cup out of cattle’s horns and made a leather baby harness 

‘ankelba’ and others. They often produce them at their home as 

they did not have craftsman shops.   

The Manas ‘smiths’ are handicraftsmen who involve in 

metal work and tannery. They are members of Tsame, Bode, 

Ganeai, Garban, Worze and Kale clans. The black smiths bring 

metal (iron) from market and make qoto ‘axe’ Baace ‘sickle’, ox-

driven plowshare ‘maresha’ masha ‘knife’,tora’ spear’ and others. 

They sell their products at markets. Any person can supply iron to 

the black smith and order products they want. The black smiths, 

however, did not make muzzle to fasten a horse’s mouth. 

Relatively speaking,  the black smith is better respected than 

manas. 
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They work decors such as gicire ‘a décor men post on their 

forehead as a status -symbol made from ivory’, Kolba ‘earring’, 

tsuqa ‘a ring worn by men by the belief to protect themselves 

from danger’, mero ‘a metal bracelet worn by men at upper arm’, 

women’s bronze rings worn  at their feet’s finger, shoche ‘a kind 

of necklace worn by a kaat’, Kelacho ‘status symbol material 

worn at men’s forehead’ and others.( Ato Abayneh, 2007). 

 

Pottery 

 

In the nationality, the potters are female members of Mana 

handicrafts group. Using clay soil, they produce ota ‘pot’, konza 

‘milk cup’, dist ‘a pot used for cooking sauce’ and bache ‘oven’.  

Skilled mana women produce cups for their consumption and for 

market. Kilinge ‘a house décor’ which is hanged on the tip of a 

roof is also made by them.  

  

Hiila 

 

The Hilas are from any clan of the nationality. They are not 

victims of marginalization. They produce big wood bowl 

‘gebetie’, seats such as stool, yoke and beam for plowing. They 

are paid for their service with high respect. 
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     8.3 Disease and Folk Medicine 
 

Zayse people believe that someone gets sick because of the 

disappointment of Bazo. Most of them justify that people get sick 

when they commit misdeeds, when they fail to respect their 

tradition or when they become sacrilege. The people also believe 

that someone gets cured from his illness if Bazo decides. The 

paradox is, however, they agree that flies also causes sickness. 

When crowds of fly come, the people believe that there will be 

pandemic and the head of fly affair, Budes, report to maaga. The 

latter announces the threat and people catch flies and burn them 

with fire.  

When people get sick, women squeeze Maatadhale ‘grass’ 

and the sick man drinks drops of it with water. This has been the 

best medicine for many illnesses. In the society, the most common 

disease are stomachache, Golofa ‘influenza’, Duyelebelae 

‘Vomiting and dysentery’, and qufe ‘cough’. Currently, water 

born diseases such as beza an ‘illness of the tongue’, alta a 

‘stomachache and neck disease are prevalent. 

When somebody’s bone is broken, a traditional healer 

called hela treats him. The broken body part, arm or leg, is 

stretched and tied with a smooth timber. It is then branded with 

initials with iron. 

When one gets eye illness, the people use different 

methods of curing the person. They press woseso ‘grass’ and put 
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drops of it on the infected eye. They also treat the person with a 

plant called Aleko. If someone has got a severe eye ailment, his 

temples are burnt with the fire. This tradition is adapted recently 

from neighboring people. In the past, Zayse’s folk medicine was 

making incision with knife the eye brows called qoo’e of the 

patient. 

When one catches cold or influenza or gets severe 

dysentery, the sick man is served milk and maize only. When 

someone has toothache, the hela pulls out the affected teeth of the 

person and cut the patient’s uvula. When a body part swells and 

forms pus, they cut the swollen part with knives and pull out the 

pus. When a navel swells after amputation or when one gets 

stomachache, the people burn the sick man’s stomach with fire 

putting an Aydema grass on the person’s stomach. The scar left on 

his body shows that the person had been suffered by stomachache 

in his childhood. What is more, “Agodhale” and “harthako” plants 

and lemon juice are taken as a medicine to cure stomachache. 

For snake poisoning and malaria, gazema leaves has been 

pounded and squeezed then the drop is drunk. Aleko (tallahee) 

‘moringa olifera’ plant leaves are squeezed and taken to tackle 

malaria and other pains. Butter has also been taken as a medicine 

by the society. The root of Mechalale tree cures malaria. Lemon 

juice is used as a medicine for dysentery. Pancreas is taken as a 

medicine for skinny men. They believe it helps   to gain weight. 
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Mechakarie bark is pounded and its liquid is taken to cure men 

from tape worm. Goze tree plant is also pounded and the drop is 

drunk. Besides, a traditional medicine Koso was taken to kill tape 

worm. Abore is used to cure various diseases. 

Traditional rituals were performed when small pox 

pandemic out broke. Barley has been roasted and spread by a clan 

leader.  Michemata plant is used as a medicine for various 

diseases. When a man suffers from grim scratch tura and woybela 

plants are used to cure this illness. People tie the scratched body 

of the patient with this plant bark and the sick person gets cured. 

Illnesses, such as dysentery and intestinal discomfort have 

been cured by drinking the blood of goat and sheep with ginger, 

garlic, salt and pepper. 

Male circumcision using traditional medicine is customary 

in the society. They paint Alla daama plant’s liquids on the 

foreskin and the foreskin shrinks and the man remain just 

circumcised without the actual circumcision. Female genital 

circumcision is unknown. 

When animal disease, such as Dombosa out broke, the 

people branded the sick animal’s skin with an iron.  Other healthy 

cattle are separated and are grazed in different pasture to avoid the 

spread of the pandemic. 

Roots of plants were pounded and unhealthy livestock 

were made drink it with water. When horses get sick, they were 
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forced to drink a traditional medicine tsutse. They cut unhealthy 

false banana and plough the land repeatedly and then sow another 

crop on the false banana plot.  After two years of fallowing to 

counter Ensete disease, they may cultivate another crop.  

 

8.4. Traditional House Construction 
 

The members of Zayse nationality construct their typical 

cultural house in their own ways.  The house has a circular shape.  

Spouses build house at the groom’s paternal locality and their 

residence is patrilocal.  

There are occasions when relatives in blood and marriage 

help one another. One of these occasions is house building. When 

men plan to build a house, they make a favor request to their clan 

members and maternal relatives.  They collect wood for making 

walls and grasses to thatch the roof.  Communal labor also plays a 

role in building a house. Sons-in-law supply wood for front walls 

and the pillar of the house.  

When they plan to build a house, they brew borde. When a 

house is built, beams are constructed on the wall and on the roof. 

The wife usually coordinates her neighbors  
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and friends to participate on the plastering of the floor with cow 

dung. The men’s duties are supplying woods for walls, grasses for 

the roof and beams.  

The houses are built with indigenous trees, such as juniper, 

‘tsede’, miultis ferrugenla ‘birbira’, olea Africana ‘woyera’, 

which are used for wall construction, and bamboo ‘arundaila’ for 

roof construction. To build a big house about 12 pillars are 

needed. In a single- pillar house, the pillar wood is erected at the 

centre and its radius is measured with a man’s foot. Usually zoo ‘a 

place of cattle shelter’ is a preferred place for house construction. 

Young men construct their houses after they are blessed and given 

land by their father. The house is partitioned into ugura ‘kitchen’ 

and Ioche ‘living room’. A woman’s bed room is closer to ugura 

while the husband’s around Ioche, near the front gate of the house. 

The house has also a portion for a horse.  A section is also parted 

for goats and sheep. A well to do house holder builds his house, 

through communal labor, with highland bamboo.  

In the nationality, construction of house depends on the economic 

potential of the individual. If the man in question is a poor one, 

collecting wall and roof woods requires 3 years. First wood for 

wall, then wood for roof and finally pillar are collected. Beams are 

tied with a vegetation fiber rope Wogeche and sisal. Wall beams 

are Biletsa. After beams are constructed, roof grasses are made 

ready. The roof is covered with grass by skilled men. These 
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experts dismount from the roof without completing the cover and 

they drink borde. If the owner of the house is a rich one, the 

experts who cover the roof dismount from the roof deliberately 

before completely covering the roof for additional invitation 

demand. The owner supplies them mead for drink and ox for 

slaughter. The people bake bread. The experts served with food 

and drink.  They then complete their duties. At the tip of the hut 

they post kilinge ‘a kind of decor made of clay’ as a status- 

symbol. Kilinge heralds the house is completely constructed and it 

is ready to reside in. After construction, the owner of the house 

invites participants in the house building slaughtering oxen. In the 

feast, the brother of the man in question supplies foods and drinks 

to express his affection to his brother. People dance and bless the 

house owner and his family.  

 

During house construction, marginalized group, such as manas are 

not allowed to work on the roof part of the house. They, however, 

can work at the ground parts. The privileged (maalaana), 

however, work on the roof as a status-symbol. The radius of the 

house could reach four to five meters. For thatching the roof, 

Gulazza grass is mowed. Thatching may take four to five days. 

Relatives do participate in supplying grasses. Traditional 

craftsmen or carpenters make shonke ‘doors’. To make it termite 
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resistant, wood is lied under the Olo ‘door’. The owner makes 

small holes at the walls that serve as windows.  

In the early times, houses do not have windows. The 

houses were narrower than the houses they build these days.   As a 

result, the owner constructs another home which can serve as 

kitchen room. The gate of the house can be at any direction as 

preferred by the owner. A house often has a single door. For 

babies, toilet room was made. At Shenga ‘living room’ the owner 

of the house and his guests are served food and drinks.  

The Zayse people handle their tuluk neatly. They clean it. 

They plaster the floor and the wall with cow dung. They also daub 

the wall. When there is a feast at their home, they first clean the 

home and plaster the floor with cow dung. In the house, children 

sleep alone. Co-sleeping is not a customary by spouses. Husband 

sleeps alone. Baby sleeps with his (her) mother. If the family does 

not have a baby, however, co-sleeping of men and women is 

customary.  

In the society, a well to do man may build another house 

as to his donkey at his compound. Sheep and goats shelter in a 

different house alone. For storing a fire wood, the rich man may 

build another house. The partition room for cattle (cows and oxen) 

is called Oze. At night goats and calves enter into the house early. 

Cows and oxen are tied in front of the door on their neck. Mules 

and horse enter into the house late as they can fight with hyenas 
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and protect themselves from attack. At dawn horse, mule, oxen, 

goats and calves are grazed. 

In ancient time, the scarcity was not wood but a man 

power. As a result one could construct a beautiful house out of 

long woods, but the problem was that the security man of the kaat 

used to report to the latter as Mr.x constructed a beautiful house. 

In response, the kaat used to accuse the owner of the house with a 

pretext of “cutting big trees” or deforestation. When this 

happened, the man in question begged the kaat and only when he 

succeeded to maneuver the kaat by giving gifts could possess his 

house. Otherwise, the house was taken and owned by the kaat. To 

avoid this, people often built houses with chopped long woods 

deliberately.  

In Zayse nationality, construction of fence is a customary. 

They plant Tetseno plant for fence purpose. The fence has its own 

gate to block strangers. 

In summary, in the community when a man wants to build 

a house, the man in question requests his clan members to assist 

him. The latter welcome it and they come with pillars, wall woods 

and grasses. The man in question also begs women to assist him in 

brewing borde, kneading flour and baking breads for the 

participants. After work, workers are served with food and drinks. 

The food and drink served by women at this occasion is called 

Gano.  
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The wall from outside is not daubed. Only the internal part 

is daubed. From the left and right of a door a Hane ‘lumber’ is 

installed. The Hane helps crawling infants to stand by clinging the 

hane by them.     

The house the people build varies. They name their house 

depending on the social position of the head of the family usually, 

the husband. Houses of the Kaat, Kaat’s son and the maaga are 

given names of the owners. Maaga’s house usually got its name 

from the territory he governs. For instance, the maaga’s big house 

was named Sharage maaga if the maaga is from Sharage parish.  

The Maagas build beautiful houses for the Kaat’s son. 

After they built the house they begged the Kaat to allow his son to 

live with them The Maagas did this to win the affection of the 

Kaat. They also believe, if the son lives with them, they will have 

good fortune. This also adds to them high social position.  

They prepared borde ‘traditional drink’ and forwarded 

their cause to the maaga repeatedly, usually with the aim to give 

name to his house. In such a situation, the kaat asked the maagas 

a question: “What name will you coin to the house?” The maagas 

could respond meelo ‘fully- furnished house’. The kaat could not 

take the words of the maaga for granted and sent an inspector to 

evaluate the quality of the house. When the  
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assigned evaluator reported as the house was well-qualified to the 

kaat, the latter usually used to allow his son to go and live at that 

house with the maaga. The house gets the name Meelo Daana. 

Such a house is built by maagas only for the eldest son, not for 

younger ones, of the kaat. Then on, Toramaaga sporadically 

visited the palace and he permanently resided at meelo dana.  

The kaat’s domicile was at Martta. His house was senga. 

Usually the kaat spent most of his time in it. With the interval of 

eight years, oxen were slaughtered and banquet took place to the 

public by the kaat. Senga house was the widest one. Its roof was 

covered with cattle skin over which grass was covered. This house 

was also called Zulesa’s house. Men who were from unprivileged 

clans were not allowed to enter into Senga. They could enter, 

however, sporadically; they were expected to take seats on stones 

not on chairs. Girls from the Zulesa clan could enter to senga 

house freely. Public receptions took place at another house called 

Andola. People who were amputated and murdered enemy were 

received by the kaat at this house. Kaat’s sisters’ daughters 

(nieces), however, were not allowed to enter into Andola house. 

So did kaat’s wives.  

The kaat also has had a house called mashko which was 

built at Mashko parish by Mashko people as a memorial 

monument for their clan. The house was built without pool labor 
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by Mashko people. During construction of mashko, the people 

brought foods and drinks from their own respective houses. The 

house was used as a shelter for mule, horse just as a stable.  

Kara is another type of house owned by a highly respected 

gentle man. A rectangular house built by the people was called 

waje. The people also build a small house called Deguma at a 

field to protect themselves from intense sun light and rain.  They 

still build another type of house called Goha, which is a bit larger 

than the Deguma.  
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CHAPTER 9  

CONCLUSIONS AND 

RECOMMENDATION 

  9.1 Conclusion 

The Zayse ethnic group that has descended from Gamo 

(Kole) and others neighboring ethnic groups, together with 

preexisting indigenous people, has formed, its own Zayse identity.  

The Zayse people had a strong political system. Their 

traditional ruler was called kaat. He was aided by maagas, village 

chiefs in his administration.  The Kaat had strong voice on 

different issues.  In addition to ruling villages, maagas were 

appointed to execute specific duties. For instance, they acted as 

heads of culture, women, youth and war affairs. The political 

system was more or less democratic. Unless quorum was met, no 

meeting could take place and decisions were not made. The power 

of kaat had been hereditary. Kaat’s son who was believed to be 

born with charm inherited the father when he dies. In addition to 

be born with charm seniority, being elder, had also contributed to 

seize power. 

The traditional political system of Zayse ceased to 

function in 1890’s when Menilik’s force controlled the Zayse 

land. The kaat and his retinue lost power but were serving Menilik 

soldiers as interpreter and tax collection. Their power, however, 
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remained in performing cultural affairs. Zayse people have 

respected their culture and their kaat. 

The Menilik force introduced gebar ‘tenancy’ and the 

Zayse people were forced to execute free labor. The people lost 

their land ownership as the new comers introduced mechanized 

farming for their cotton plantation at Zayses’ fertile land. The 

people also were suffered by exorbitant taxation. They were 

expected to give gifts to officials whenever the officials bear a 

child and/or were promoted for certain position. The Zyse people 

were relieved from fierce exploitation when Haile selassie regime 

(1930-1974) lost power in 1974. The people regained their land. 

However, forced cooperatives, exorbitant taxes and contribute of 

youth for military conscription disappointed the people.   

 

 

They have got more relief when EPRDF took power in 1991. 

Since then, they revitalized their culture and have become the 

owner of their labor. 

During Italo-Ethiopian war (1936-1941) many Zayse 

people fought against the enemy, the Italian forces. They also 

rescued many neftegna officials from Italian harassment. They 

supplied, ration and information to the patriots about the 

whereabouts of Italian. Prominent fighters of Zayse also lost their 

lives while fighting with Italian force.  The conflict 
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resolution methods and folk medicine of Zayes were discussed. 

The Zayse people’s livelihood was based on farming, animal 

rearing, bee –keeping, fishery, irrigation, craftsmanship and 

banana plantation. Fishing practice, feeding boiled maize to their 

cattle and apiculture incurred them wealth and secured life. Their 

maize, fish and banana were exported far and wide.  

Traditional house construction has been performed by 

communal labor. Blood and marriage relatives and neighbors 

assisted house builder by supplying building materials, drinks and 

foods.  

 

9.2 Recommendation 

 The people of Zayse had come from different corner of 

the neighboring ethnic groups but the exact time when it 

happened and the very push and pull factor that brought 

them to the land is still unknown. This needs further 

research. 

 The community has ample cultural and materials assets; 

the people are strict to follow their culture. Some of the 

cultural assets are written but there are undocumented 

cultural practiced in the society. They have to be 

documented and should be transferred to the next.  

 It is found that there is marginalization of certain groups, 

such as mena.  Such segregation should be avoided and 
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every group should have equal right and respect. The elites 

should struggle to bring the paradigm shift to the public 

thought to integrate the whole people into equal footing 

 The way animals are treated when they get sick is 

traditional and barbaric; animals should be treated by 

cattle veterinary doctors.  

 Indigenous crops and plants should be protected from the 

total loss. Inheriting widow should be avoided.  If it has to 

kept, the- to- be couple should be tested for HIV-AIDS 

and other sexually transmitted diseases.  

 It is found that Dembelie kebele people of Zayse are far 

from main road and they cannot easily transport their 

produce to the market. Their problem should be addressed 

and solved.   

 The people of Zayse are industrious and good at saving; 

these have to be strengthened and made continue.  

 Christianity is playing a significant role in expanding the 

practice monogamy, the church leaders have to be 

encouraged.   

 The trend of intact and avoiding divorce should be kept 

and promoted.  

 Zayses’ traditional natural resource conservation system 

should be kept and their irrigation practice should be more 

developed. 
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 Cultural assets are not well protected; each member of the 

community should protect and flourish the culture. For 

example, parents should teach their language to their 

children. Legends, myths, proverbs, etc. should be narrated 

to children.  

 

 This would help to revitalize the Zayse language, which is 

endangered by Amharic and other neighboring people’s 

languages.  

 The practice of paying bride wealth plays a negative role 

in the rate of fertility in Zayse because bride wealth has 

risen in a sky-rocketing rate.  A groom is charged as high 

as 10,000 .00 birr. Thus, elders, elites and religious leaders 

should work together to convince the people to reduce the 

bride wealth. 

 The current trend of burning bushes and forests, unlike the 

pre-existing afforestation tradition, to clear off land for 

farming is affecting the ecosystem of the area. This has to 

be stopped in order to keep the ecological balance.  
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